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PLAY SETS
PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Outback Playset  
¬146277 Set of 12  .................................... $2,999.95

With powder coated neutral desert tone of the aluminium frames 
and a range of durable hardwood timber, this Outback Playset will 
give your playground the natural look.  Age: 3+ yrs

Made in Australia
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AUSSIE PLAY IS PROUD TO MANUFACTURE ALL PRODUCTS 
IN AUSTRALIA. CERTIFIED TO AS4685.1 AND NZ5828 ENSURING 
YOUR CHILDREN HAVE THE SAFEST PLAYGROUND AVAILABLE.  

Aussie Play - lighter, stronger and safer.

Set contains: 60cm A-frame trestle, 
90cm A-frame trestle, 30cm trapezium 
trestle, 49cm trapezium trestle, 90cm 
trapezium trestle, 90cm aluminium 
ladder, 130cm aluminium ladder, 90cm 
wooden ladder, 130cm wooden ladder, 
90cm walk board, 120cm walk board and 

120cm cleated plank.

SET INCLUDES

INTEGRATED LOCKING CLEATS AND NON-SLIP RUBBER MEANS 
YOU CAN RELAX KNOWING THE WHOLE PLAYGROUND IS 
LOCKED IN PLACE.  

USING THE HIGHEST GRADE 3MM THICK ALUMINIUM ALL 
PRODUCTS ARE LIGHTER, STRONGER AND WILL NEVER 
RUST. 32MM ALUMINIUM STRUCTURAL POLES ENSURES 
STRENGTH AND 25MM ATTACHEMENT CROSSBARS MAINTAINS 
COMPATABILITY WITH MOST EXISTING PLAYGROUND 
EQUIPMENT.  

CLASS 1 EXTERIOR GRADE MERBAU HARDWOOD LOOKS 
GREAT AND WILL ALSO ENDURE ALL AUSTRALIAN WEATHER 
CONDITIONS.  

100% RECYCLED HDPE USED ON SOME EQUIPMENT WILL NEVER 
ROT, GO MOULDY OR NEED MAINTENANCE.
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Aussie Play Medium Playset  
¬146276V Set of 10  .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $3,299.95

The Medium play set features some of the most popular products making this is a child’s dream playground with the ability to add more product if required. Can be set up low or high for an added degree of 
difficulty.  Age: 3+ yrs

PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Extra Large Playset  
¬146276W Set of 16  .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $5,499.95

The Extra Large Outdoor Play Set features some of the most popular products making this a dream playground. Can be set up low or high for an added degree of difficulty.  Age: 3+ yrs

Set contains: 90cm walk board, 120cm 
walk board, Pirate Bridge, 60cm A-frame 
trestle, 2 x 90cm A-frame trestles, 30cm 
high wide trestle, 60cm high wide trestle, 
90cm high wide trestle, Hooper Dooper, 
Jungle Bridge, Bumper Climber, Abseiler, 
Swirly Curl, 90cm aluminium ladder and 

Friendly Dragon.

SET INCLUDES

Set contains: 120cm long walk board, 
120cm cleated plank, 2 x 90cm 
high trestles, 60cm high trestle, 112cm 
long log bridge, 1.14m western bridge, 
1.05m curved board walk and 1.25m 

jungle bridge.

SET INCLUDES
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PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Standard Playset  
¬146276U Set of 5  ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $1,899.95

The Standard Play Set comprising the Friendly Dragon and the Pirate Net, making this is a great set to get started with great fun value.  Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Toddler Playset  
¬146276T Set of 9  ...................................... $2,699.95

This toddler playset is designed with all components being under 
50cm from the ground. This makes it ideal for toddlers that are 
just beginning to explore their gross motor skills. Platform trestles 
provide easy access to each of the climbing frames.  Age: 3+ yrs

Set contains: 60cm high trestle, 90cm 
high trestle, Pirate Net, Swirly Curl and 

Friendly Dragon climbing frame.

SET INCLUDES

Set contains: 120cm long walk board, 
120cm cleated plank, 30cm A-frame 
trestle, 49cm trapezium trestle, Odd 
Board, Board Walk, Curved Board Walk.

SET INCLUDES
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PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Wave Rider  
¬ 146233  .................................................................................................... $499.95

Ride the waves with the bumpy Wave Rider. Features include safety handles to provide an added 
dimension to this fun piece. Size: 166 x 36 x 50cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Rugged Rocks  
¬ 146234  ...................................................................................................  $619.95

Climb the wall of Rugged Rocks. This is the ultimate in Rock Climbing. Features an aluminium frame, 
HDPE plastic board, REAL rock holds and stainless fasteners - this Rugged Rocks is indestructible! 
Size: 130 x 60 x 12cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Mini Rocks  
¬ 146235  .................................................................................................... $399.95

A smaller and cheaper alternative to our Rugged Rocks this piece does not require a wide trestle to 
attach. Featuring all our usual durable materials such as aluminium and HDPE plastic board this is one 
tough piece. Size: 130 x 40 x 12cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Abseiler  
¬ 146236  ................................................................................................... $619.95

Abseil down the mountain using the rope knots. This will challenge the most daring of children. 
Features aluminium frame and HDPE plastic board. Size: 130 x 60 x 12cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Bumper Climber  
¬ 146238  ..................................................................................................... $399.95

A great piece that can be used on the ground for toddlers or for an added challenge join 2 trestles with 
the Bumper Climber for a more challenging obstacle. Size: 166 x 48 x 32cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Friendly Dragon  
¬ 146240  .................................................................................................... $499.95

Are you brave enough to climb up the Friendly Dragon’s tail? This challenging piece of equipment will 
capture the childrens imagination. Size: 120 x 57 x 20cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Swirly Curl  
¬ 146243  ....................................................................................................  $339.95

Concave and convex curves provide a fun way to climb. Size: 100 x 36 x 38cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Hooper Dooper  
¬ 146244  ...................................................................................................  $449.95

Great for hand eye coordination this piece will give their Gross Motor Skills a good workout as children 
climb over the Hooper Dooper. Size: 150 x 40 x 35cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Jungle Bridge  
¬ 146245  ....................................................................................................  $499.95

A bridge that sways, bounces and wobbles. Large handrails provide a safe grip for the kids as they cross 
the hardwood timber bridge. Size: 125 x 48 x 72cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Gap Walker  
¬ 146251  .................................................................................................. $499.95

A slightly less challenging crossing this item uses recycled heavy grade plastic platforms on a curved 
aluminium frame with grab handles. Size: 139 x 31 x 41cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Spider Kid  
¬ 146248  ....................................................................................................  $499.95

A great traditional playground piece now made more interesting. Powder coated in or new natural 
tones this piece will fit in perfectly to your natural outdoor space. Size: 60 x 120 x 5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Pirate Net  
¬ 146246  ................................................................................................... $499.95

Cargo net rope climbers are great fun! With a curved aluminium frame the Pirate Net has an added 
degree of challenge and excitement. Size: 120 x 56 x 17cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Side Wiggle Ladder  
¬ 146252  .................................................................................................... $229.95

More challenging than a traditional ladder this ladder can be used vertically or horizontally - it can even 
be placed on the ground and used as a balance walker. Size: 90 x 40 x 5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Canvas Crosser  
¬ 146253  ...................................................................................................  $399.95

Constructed from an aluminium frame and heavy industrial grade canvas. Great to use as a playground 
piece or for the kids to just sit and relax. Size: 90 x 50 x 25cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Caterpillar Crawl  
¬ 146282  ...................................................................................................  $699.95

Combining the challenges of climbing with crawling, this piece is a great challenge for children to learn 
to navigate. Made from aluminium this is much lighter than steel equivalents, with the added bonus of 
never rusting.Size: 155 x 50 x 50cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Cargo Net  
¬ 146283  ................................................................................................... $699.95

A REAL cargo net. Heavy duty aluminium sides provide a strong frame, while specially spliced ropes 
offer the real cargo net experience.Size: 236 x 80 x 10cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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Aussie Play Board Walk  
¬ 146241  ..................................................................................................... $349.95

Use on a level surface to walk across or for added challenge position on an angle. Hardwood timber slats 
provide a challenging obstacle. Size: 105 x 28 x 10cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Curved Board Walk  
¬ 146242  ...................................................................................................  $369.95

With timber slats and a curved frame this is a challenging piece to climb. Harwood timber and 
aluminium frame ensures this piece will survive any challenge. Size: 105 x 28 x 25cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Odd Board  
¬ 146275 120cm  .........................................................................................  $329.95

Kids can balance on the odd sized blocks or navigate through them. Made from hardwood Merbau 
timber this board is extremely durable. Size: 120 x 19 x 10cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Zig Zag Plank  
¬ 146276 180cm  ........................................................................................ $359.95

The Zig Zag Board is Australian made from Merbau Timber and is 120cm long x 19cm wide x 1.9cm 
thick. The wooden zig zag board is a necessary balance climbing activity with an added degree of 
difficulty. Size: 180 x 19 x 7cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Log Bridge  
¬ 146237  ....................................................................................................  $499.95

Hardwood timber slats provide a different climbing experience. Attach pieces to either side or use as a 
standalone piece. Size: 112 x 48 x 58cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Western Bridge  
¬ 146239  ................................................................................................... $499.95

Climb over the bridge or crawl through the tunnel? Kids love to do both! With the Western Bridge they 
can do both and more. Size: 115 x 48 x 50cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Balance Wobbler  
¬ 146249  .....................................................................................................  $499.95

Can you walk across the Balance Wobbler? Test out your balance skills as the beam wobbles in all 
directions. Size: 115 x 48 x 50cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Clatter Bridge  
¬ 146250  ................................................................................................... $499.95

With a moving hardwood bridge this piece is great fun to cross. Use as a standalone piece or add 
any of our playground pieces to create a great fun set. Powder coated in our new natural tones along 
with our hardwood timber this piece fits in perfectly with a natural theme. Size: 115 x 48 x 50cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs
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Aussie Play Canvas Tunnel  
¬ 146254  .................................................................................................... $499.95

Imaginative play is at its best when tunnels are out. Made with an aluminium frame and heavy industrial 
grade canvas this tunnel offer years of service. Size: 100 x 50 x 60cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Pirate Bridge  
¬ 146247  ................................................................................................... $499.95

Over the net you go Matey. The Pirate Bridge features professionally spliced rope joins to ensure a safe 
and long lasting piece of equipment. Size: 120 x 65 x 47cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Seesaw  
¬ 146262  ....................................................................................................................................................................................................  $549.95

Wow! Finally a Seesaw that does not take up half the playgound. A favourite piece amongst the kids. Size: 180 x 40 x 50cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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Aussie Play  
Fire Truck

 

¬146255  ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $599.95
WOW! Now kids can really play as Fireman. With 2 steering wheels, 2 seats and plenty of rungs over the top, this Firetruck can amuse up to 6 kids at once. Size: 105 x 65 x 86cmH Age: 3+ yrs

PLAYSETS & ATTACHMENTS

Aussie Play Race Car  
¬146256  ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $549.95

Vroooom... Kids will be racing for the race car. Use as a standalone piece or join up other pieces to the rungs. Features 2 seats and a bright steering wheel. Size: 105 x 65 x 59cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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Aussie Play Double Decker School 
Bus

 

¬146286  ................................................................$699.95
The wheels on the bus go round and round… The kids on the bus climb 
up and down… Lots of songs can be sung while playing with the Double 
Decker School Bus! With an aluminium tread plate platform the kids will 
have a ball climbing over, or crawling under the bus. At 155cm long this 
will be a great feature piece in your playground. Size: 155 x 65 x 86cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Fourby (4WD)  
¬146285  ......................................................$599.95

What can get more iconic Australian than cruising around in a 
Fourby? Fitted with 4 large pretend wheels and a pretend spare 
wheel on the back, as well as a specially cut front grill, this looks 
like the real deal. A steering wheel and seat for the driver while 
the other kids have a ball climbing over the back.Size: 110 x 65 
x 86cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Speed Boat
¬146284  ................................................................$549.95

Splash splash!!! Kids can bring the ocean to life with the Speedboat. 
Powder coated in a Bright Blue durable paint finish to represent water, 
this boat has a steering wheel and a hardwood merbau seat. Size: 110 x 
77 x 52cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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Aussie Play Trapezium Platform Trestle 49cm  
¬146231 60 x 60 x 49cmH  .......................................................................... $329.95

Made from aluminium with a recycled heavy grade plastic platform. Ideal for use as a joining platform 
between play pieces, particularly to reduce the degree of difficulty.  Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Wide Trestle Silver  
¬146228 40 x 80 x 30cmH  .......................... $219.95
¬146229 60 x 80 x 60cmH  .......................... $299.95
¬146230 90 x 90 x 90cmH  .......................... $359.95
¬146230T Set of 3  ......................................... $859.95

Looking for a more raw look? These wide trestles in Silver 
will blend into any playground and complement any coloured 
attachment. Bigger and wider than traditional A-frame trestles, 
Aussie Play trestles all have a larger footprint for better stability 
and play value. All trestles are stackable.  Age: 3+ yrs
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G
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Aussie Play Rocket Ship  
¬146287  ..................................................................................................... $799.95

3….2….1….TAKEOFF!!! Powder coated in space ship silver the Rocket Ship has a panel on the front 
with moveable and turning shapes for added interest. A hatch door window and realistic rivets holes the 
Rocket Ship will be a hit in the playground. Size: 120 x 90 x 145cmH Age: 3+ yrs

TRESTLES
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Aussie Play A Frame Trestle  
¬146220 40 x 40 x 30cmH  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $199.95
¬146221 60 x 60 x 60cmH  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $219.95
¬146222 90 x 90 x 90cmH  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $299.95
¬146223 100 x 100 x 120cmH  .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. $419.95
¬146223T Set of 4  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $1,119.95

Bigger and wider than traditional A-frame trestles. Aussie Play trestles all have a larger footprint for better stability and play value. All trestles are stackable.  Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Wide Trestle  
¬146224 40 x 80 x 30cmH  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $219.95
¬146225 60 x 80 x 60cmH  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $299.95
¬146226 90 x 90 x 90cmH  .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $359.95
¬146227 110 x 110 x 120cmH  .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. $399.95
¬146227T Set of 4  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ $1,249.95

Bigger and wider than traditional trestles, Aussie Play trestles all have a larger footprint for better stability and play value. The same height as our A-Frame Trestles but wider at the top to allow for fitting those 
bigger pieces of equipment up high. All trestles are stackable.  Age: 3+ yrs

TRESTLES
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Aussie Play Walkboard  
¬146268 90 x 19 x 5cmH  ............................ $219.95
¬146269 120 x 19 x 5cmH  .......................... $249.95
¬146270 180 x 19 x 5cmH  .......................... $289.95
¬146271 240 x 19 x 5cmH  .......................... $319.95

All walkboards are made from Class 1 durability merbau 
hardwood, meaning our boards will last through the elements with 
ease. Each board comes with our exclusive cleat kit that allows 
the boards to be attached to all of our play frames.   Age: 3+ yrs
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WALKBOARDS & CLEATED PLANKS

Aussie Play Cleated Plank  
¬ 146273 120 x 19 x 7cmH  ........................................................................  $279.95
¬ 146274 180 x 19 x 7cmH  ........................................................................  $329.95

Ideal for adding an additional degree of difficulty to a standard board as kids need to navigate the 
cleats on this plank, or use in a steeper position where the cleats offer some additional footing for the 
kids to use in order to climb.   Age: 3+ yrs

LADDERS

Aussie Play Ladder Timber  
¬ 146265 90 x 40 x 5cmH  ............................................................................ $199.95
¬ 146266 130 x 40 x 5cmH  .......................................................................... $259.95
¬ 146267 180 x 40 x 5cmH  .......................................................................... $299.95

Made using merbau timber runners and Tasmanian oak dowel, our timber ladders are designed to 
last.   Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Ladder Aluminium  
¬ 146263 90 x 40 x 5cmH  .........................................................................  $199.95
¬ 146264 130 x 40 x 5cmH  .......................................................................  $259.95

Super light weight and durable being made from aluminium, our ladders are a perfect addition to your 
playground. Positioned vertically on equipment as a ladder to climb or horizontally as an agility piece 
the ladders can be used in many different ways.   Age: 3+ yrs

To achieve maximum longevity from 
your outdoor wooden products, regular 
maintenance is required. Please inspect 
regularly, if looking weathered or grey, 
it's overdue for oiling. For best results oil at 
least every 6 months (depending on use and 
local atmospheric conditions) using either 
natural linseed oil or a plain food grade 

vegetable oil.

Aussie Play Walkboard / Jouncing Board  
¬146272 300 x 24 x 5cmH  .........................................................................  $399.95

Slightly wider and thicker material than our standard walkboard range, the bouncing board is designed 
to have some spring in it. It still uses our durable Merbau timber and comes with our exclusive cleats. 
Age: 3+ yrs
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Hardwood Timber Trestles  
142084 2 Rungs 90 x 50cmH  .................... $299.95
142085 3 Rungs 90 x 75cmH  .................... $519.95
142086 3 Rungs 90 x 100cmH  .................. $549.95
142087 4 Rungs 90 x 125cmH  .................. $599.95

Hardwood Timber Planks  
142096 29 x 90cmL  .................................. $219.95
142097 29 x 120cmL  ................................ $249.95
142098 29 x 150cmL  ................................ $269.95
142099 29 x 180cmL  ................................ $299.95
142100 29 x 240cmL  ................................ $319.95
142100T Set of 5  .....................................  $1,299.95
Set of 5 planks includes 1 of each size.  

Hardwood Timber Jouncing 
Board

 

142110 29 x 300cmL  ................................ $449.95
Bounce your way along this flexible wooden board. Made from 
select grade, plantation Tasmanian Oak and finished with a non-
toxic oil blend. Features rubber-mounted cleats. NOTE: Only 
suitable for one child at a time.  

Hardwood Timber Cleated Planks  
142105 24 x 150cmL  ................................ $359.95
142106 24 x 180cmL  ................................ $419.95
142107 24 x 240cmL  ................................ $449.95
142107T Set of 3  .....................................  $1,199.95
Set of 3 Cleated Planks includes 1 of each size.  

Hardwood Timber Ladders  
142090 3 Rungs 35 x 90cmL  ..................... $229.95
142091 4 Rungs 35 x 120cmL  ................... $249.95
142092 5 Rungs 35 x 150cmL  ................... $299.95
142093 6 Rungs 35 x 180cmL  ................... $339.95
142093T Set of 4  .....................................  $1,049.95
Set of 4 includes 1 of each size ladder.  

Linseed Oil 1lt  
159211  ....................................................... $14.95
Preserves, waterproofs and helps prevent wood rot in furniture 
and timber products outside. Used for treatment of wallboards, 
outdoor blocks and any timber products. Please check with timber 
manufacturers before use. Furniture polish instructions on the 
bottle.  

142088 5 Rungs 90 x 150cmH  .................. $699.95
142088T Set of 5  .....................................  $2,599.95
Trestles can easily be folded and put away under cover when 
not in use. Trestles are manufactured from Australian Hardwood, 
sanded to a smooth finish and oiled with a linseed oil. Trestles 
comply with Australian Standard AS4685.1.  

ADDITIONAL FREIGHT APPLIES TO ALL BELOW

Ladders, Planks and Boards in the Hardwood 
Timber Range will only fit these Trestles. 
Metal attachments will not fit the thicker 
timber rungs. Selected quality hardwood 
timber is used to manufacture this range. 
Products are sanded to a smooth finish 
and finished off with Raw Linseed Oil which 
brings out the beautiful natural colours of 
the timber and help to provide protection 
from weather. It is recommended that your 
planks are re-oiled using Linseed Oil yearly 
to keep your planks in good condition 
and looking fresh. Suitable ONLY with the 
Hardwood Timber Trestle Range.

HardwoodTimber
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Evacuation/Excursion & Tug of War Rope  
¬ 140374 12 handles ................................................................................................................................... $79.95

Children can be kept safe and entertained with this 4.6m evacuation, excursion or tug-of-war rope. Constructed from strong 8mm UV 
stabilised polypropylene rope, twenty children can use the 10 PVC tube handles to grip on to and teachers can hold the larger handle at 
each end. With a lead and trailing teacher at either end, the children can be lead safely. The durable rope has also been designed to be 
dual purpose as a tug-of-war rope, with a centre Red mark and two opposing coloured sections, Blue & Black. As the handles are made 
from clear PVC tubing, they are soft enough for children to hold and will not cause rope burns as the battle unfolds! Size: 4.6m Age: 2+ yrs

Billy Kidz Rocking Horse  
¬ 135564  ....................................................... $89.95

This childhood classic has been updated with solid plastic 
construction, so you can be sure that this will be one toy that is 
going to last. The vibrant plastic body is also easy to clean, and 
minimizes sharp edges. Get your little one to the starting gate and 
get ready to race! Perfect for small indoor or outdoor play areas. 
Size: 80 x 30 x 55cmH Age: 12+ mths

Billy Kidz Climbing Set  
¬ 135562  ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $299.95

Step, walk or even crawl through this fun balance arch. Excellent for movement and balance co-ordination games. Can be used for different levels of coordination and development, from a little arch ladder to a 
balance fence for the more advanced. Set includes 4 arches that can be connected in a variety of combinations. Each arch is 95 x 30cmH.  Age: 3+ yrs

Wooden Step & Rocking Boat  
¬ 133643  ....................................................................................................  $459.95

Teamwork, fun, and good exercise are here for your active students in this wooden boat. Pitch and 
toss this wooden toy Rocking Boat won’t capsize. Thick sides provide a stable base and the long shape 
prevents tipping. Turn the boat over and you have a set of stairs to climb. Size: 100 x 62 x 30cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs

Toddler Activity Play Set  
142120 Crawl, Climb & Slide  ...................................................................  $499.95
Children will develop strength and co-ordination using our climbing and balancing apparatus. All 
climbing and balancing equipment is constructed from selected top grade Ply and Pine, sanded to 
a smooth finish and double coated in a clear lacquer. Great use for toddlers, crawl through the cube, 
climb up the ladder and down the slide. Size: Slide - 30 x 100cmL. Ladder - 35 x 60cmL. Cube - 50 
x 50 x 50cmH. Cube/Slide/Ladder are tested and  compliant with Australian Standards AS4685 Parts 
1 & 3 2004.  Softfall Required.  

PLAY TUG OF WAR 
WITH THE WHOLE 

CLASS
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Billy Kidz Balance Set  
¬135563 16pce  ........................................... $199.95

The Billy Kidz Balance Set is an exciting and challenging balancing 
system. The pieces can be combined in countless ways using your 
imagination to set up all the balance courses and landscapes you 
can build. With the great flexibility the level of difficulty can be 
varied to suit the development levels of the children. Steps 35 x 12 
x 4.5cmH, Platforms 43 x 49 x 4.5cmH.  Age: 3+ yrs

Step-A-Logs  
131710 6 Logs  ............................................ $99.95
Correct balance and direction are skills undertaken in this gross 
motor activity. Each log platform measures 50 x 10 x 10cmH. Total 
length measures 4.42m. Includes 6 logs in one set.  Age: 3+ yrs

High Stepper  
139889  ....................................................... $13.95
Durable, economical & loads of fun. Develop balance & 
coordination on these thick, moulded plastic balancing steps. 
Strong PVC rope attached to each plastic stepper. Each step is 
13cm high, 11cm diameter. Rope is 54cm in folded length.  

Bamboo Balance Path  
¬ 132576 Set of 9  ......................................... $449.95

Children will adore this unique Bamboo Balance Path. Made 
from sustainable bamboo, this natural set is a fantastic activity 
for developing balance, coordination and risk taking. Each section 
can be inserted into each other for varying slopes or simply align 
next to each other for a flat challenge. Includes nine sections are 
8cmW x 11.5cmH and between 38 - 102cmL.  

Balancing Board  
148036  ....................................................... $59.95
Solid timber construction. Child stands with both feet at each end 
and engages core muscles whilst trying to balance. Dual sided 
board with 2 levels of difficulty. Size: 55 x 28cmW 

Step-A-Stones  
131709 6 Stones  ......................................... $89.95
Sturdy flat-topped ‘stones’ are connected with rope which may 
be adjusted. Each stone has a textured platform top to help 
prevent slipping. Size: Platform top 23cmD, Base 32cmD, 19cmH. 
Includes 6 stones in one set. Colours and designs may vary.  Age: 
3+ yrs
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Whizzy Dizzy  
132191 Plastic  .......................................................................................... $199.95
Hours and hours of entertaining for ages 3 and up, this is a toy that will be popular for generations to 
come. Not only will it improve a child’s hand and eye co-ordination, it’s great for developing gross motor 
skills. Healthy exercise and good fun rolled into one! The Whizzy Dizzy can withstand 45kg in weight. 
Made from hi-grade plastic. Size: 55 x 30cmH 

Moluk Bilibo  
131937  .....................................................................................................  $39.95
Designed in Switzerland, this toy has won countless awards for design and play value. Bilibo is a 
completely open-ended toy that stimulates a child's imagination. It can be a helmet, a stepping 
stone, sit and spin, doll cradle, train tunnel, shovel, water basin, and much more! Let your 
imagination run wild! Nearly indestructible, suitable for indoors and outdoors. Colours may vary. 
 Size: 40 x 40 x 22cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Gonge Mini Top  
¬ 132577  ......................................................................................................  $84.95

Develop balance and motor skills with this fun giant spinning top. The safe and simple design is ideal 
for babies and toddlers. Made from durable, lightweight and easy clean plastic Size: 27cmh x 68cmd 
Age: 6+ mths

Gonge Top  
149305  ...................................................................................................  $129.95
A wonderful giant top for hours of fun. Top is suitable for 1 or 2 children. Made of strong plastic for both 
indoor and outdoor play. Colours and designs may vary. Size: 80 x 44cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Jumping Ball  
139888  ....................................................... $25.95
This inflatable bouncy ball helps develop leg muscles, core stability 
and proprioception, as well as improve balance & coordination 
while the child is having fun!  It has two handles & a plug seal. 
Size: 45cmH Age: 2+ yrs

Mini Trampoline  
139848  ..................................................... $159.95
139849 Handle Only  .................................... $49.95
139849T With Handle  .................................  $199.95
Perfect for balancing & jumping exercises, this compact mini tramp 
is ideal for fitness or play. Maximum weight recommendation 
is 95kgs, so suits children through to adults. Users will enjoy 
numerous activities. Stretch, skip, squat or catch a ball as you 
jump. This mini tramp comes with a protective nylon skirt over the 
springs & sides. Size: 91.5 x 21cmH 

To avoid unnecessary freight charges all 
balls are supplied deflated. Need a ball 

pump? We have you covered!

STRONG & 
DURABLE
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Early Learning Soft Block Play Set  
110890 10pcs  ........................................... $899.95
Perfect for beginners, soft playground climbing equipment that 
builds confidence and motor skills by developing early balance 
and co-ordination skills at a lower height. This allows less 
confident children to be involved and supports collaborative group 
play enhancing social interactions. The wipe-clean, vinyl covered 
playground is made of thick resilient foam and provides a safe 
area for children to crawl and climb as they master muscle co-
ordination. Comes in vibrant colours. Set includes: 2 x ramps (92 x 
46 x 23cmH), 2 x cylinders (46 x 23cmH), 2 x double blocks (92 x 
46 x 23cmH), 2 x single blocks (46 x 46 x 23cmH) , 2 x half blocks 
(46 x 23 x23cmH). Colours may vary. Age: 2+ yrs

See Me Picture Mat  
133817  ...................................................................................................  $229.95
A wonderful mat for tummy time, made of durable vinyl and a flexible mirror in the centre to attract the 
inquisitive baby. Insert 6 pictures in the clear pockets to add new interest and encourage new visual 
stimulation. Mirror measures 24cm in diameter. Suitable for all ages. Size: Mat 91.5cmDia 

Cozy Woodland Brook Overpass  
133807  .................................................................................................... $949.95
Allow discovery and exploration with the Cozy Woodland Brook Overpass. A great addition to any indoor 
play or early childhood centre. Featuring a ramp, stairs and tunnel, the overpass will encourage gross 
motor skills such as crawling, climbing, sliding and balancing. Natural coloured easy wipe clean vinyl. 
Floor space 38 H x 152 W x 152cm D.  Age: 9+ mths

Soft Touch Valley Set  
133808  ...................................................................................................  $499.95 
Soft to the touch and easy on the eye, the South Touch Valley trio will look great in any indoor play 
or early childhood centre. Made from durable polyurethane coated fabric, the three piece set allows 
infants and toddlers to explore and discover in a safe environment. Non-toxic, the fabric is flexible, 
tactile and completely waterproof. Featuring a step, dip and ramp: the set provides opportunity for the 
development of vital motor skills such as climbing, sliding and crawling. Natural colours. Phthalate free. 
Size: 152 x 51 x 15cmH Age: 6+ mths

Play Ring with Tunnel And Slide  
110889  .................................................................................................. $1,199.95
Soft interactive haven for babies and toddlers. Nine separate shapes fasten together in soft play area. 
Features squeakers, bells and mirrors, plus loops for add-ons to stimulate exploration and discovery. 
Made from easy, wipe-clean vinyl. Includes 2.54cm thick foam floor. Size: 193 x 142 x 41cmH Age: 
6+ mths

Cozy Woodland Hideout  
133804  ................................................................................................  $1,149.95
Allow little ones to explore, climb and build confidence with the Cozy Woodland Hideout. Soft and 
made from non-toxic, easy wipe clean vinyl, the hideout offers babies and toddlers the opportunity to 
crawl, climb and discover. Encouraging the development of essential gross motor skills and cognitive 
functions, the hideout will make a valuable addition to any indoor play or early childhood centre. 
Features two ramps and two tunnels. Size: 102 x 152 x 43cmH 
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Bellbird Padded Post Protector with Velcro 
Fastening

 

144015 120cmH Max  ........................................................ $179.95
144017 150cmH Max  ........................................................ $199.95

GYM MATS

Gym Mat  
u 139850 Royal Blue 180 x 90 x 5cm  ......................................................... $219.95

Quality 50mm thick shock absorbing foam. Easily removable covers. Heavy duty vinyl cover. Heavy duty 
stitching. Mats have been tested to meet AS/NZS 4422:1996 standard and can be used as soft fall up 
to a critical height of 1.6m. Colour may change due to availability.  

SOFT FALL MATS

Tikk Tokk Certified SoftFall Mat  
u 143110 Blue  ........................................................................................................................................... $129.95

No play area is complete without the ultra thick Tikk Tokk Safety mat. The perfect necessary accompaniment to any area with young children 
present and who are indeed likely to play. The Safety Mats are non-abrasive, nonslip, significantly thicker than competitive products and 
provide you with the knowledge and peace of mind that the risk of head injury is greatly reduced through its protective layering/thickness. 
Use under play equipment, playpens and/or exercise areas to reduce risk and brighten up the area. This product has been tested and is 
compliant with AUS/NZ 4422:1996 as certified soft fall. Size: 1m x 1m x 5cm 

Soft Fall Mat
146090 190 x 100 x 3cm  .......................... $399.95
146091 100 x 100 x 3cm  .......................... $319.95
Small vinyl covered outdoor foam matting. Designed for use 
with play frames and sets. This mat has been certified to meet 
Australian Standard AS4422. Colours may vary. Size: 100 x 
100cmW 

EDGES CAN BE REMOVED TO 
JOIN OTHER MATS TO CREATE 

LARGER MATS.

Hart Adjustable Post Pad  
139891 Royal Blue 120cm  ........................ $179.95
The HART Adjustable Post Pad can be used to cover all those 
unique and odd shaped posts where there is no standard pad 
available. It can be used on round poles, square poles, playground 
equipment, posts with winches, drain pipes and many other 
applications. Features 4 strong adjustable velcro straps for a 
secure fit while also allowing the pad to be easily installed and 
removed no matter what the shape of the post. The pad can 
totally cover all poles measuring up to 560mm in circumference. 
The long straps allow for larger posts up to approx 1000mm 
circumference to be partially covered. Fully enclosed with highly 
durable UV stabilized vinyl with 30mm thick impact absorbent 
foam. Suitable for use indoors or outdoors. Size: 64 x 3 x 120cmH 

POST PROTECTORS

• All Bellbird post protectors are custom made to fit your 
poles to ensure a firm fit ensuring maximum longevity 
from your investment. 
• Made with quality reinforced vinyl 
• Strong Velcro binding along full length of the protector 
pad 
• Two standard heights available (120cm or 150cm) or 
Made to order 
• Can be custom made to fit around obstacles like handles 
of shade sails, downpipes, etc. 
• Supplied in Royal Blue unless otherwise requested 
• When ordering ANY post protector, please provide 
the following information:  Round or Square Post, Post 
Circumference, Length Required and also a photo of each 
pole to ensure correct protector is made

Padded
Post Protector STRONG 

VELCRO 
BINDING

Suits round poles with a maximum 55cm circumference and square poles with a 
maximum 13.5cm edge length.
144019A Made To Order  ............................................................  POA
If you require a taller post protector or have a larger round or square pole, please 
contact your consultant or customer service for a free quote.  
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Tikk Tokk Safety PlayMat  
143106 Red  ................................................. $39.95
143107 Green  ............................................. $39.95
143108 Blue  ................................................ $39.95
143109 Yellow  ............................................. $39.95
No play area is complete without the  Safety mat. Ideal for play 
areas, these safety mats are non-abrasive, nonslip, thicker than 
competitive products and provide peace of mind that the risk 
of head injury is greatly reduced through its protective layering/
thickness. Use under play equipment and playpens to reduce risk 
and brighten up the area. Note: cannot be substituted for soft fall. 
Size: 1m x 1m x 2cm 

Extra Wide Play Mat  
139896  ..................................................................................................... $699.95
This multi coloured play mat is covered in UV Stabilised vinyl, made from a high quality 23 130 density 
foam which makes bottoming out no issue. This will also guarantee even & maximum support when 
landed on.  Weighs 25kg. Size: 200 x 150 x 25cmH 

HAMMOCKS

Soft Play Mat  
139897  ...................................................................................................  $599.95
These mats increase safety and reduce the risk of injury on landing. Can be used anywhere where 
there is a risk of falling. Also suitable for kinder gym activities and gymnastics training when learning 
new skills. The mats are covered in a UV Stabilised Vinyl. Foam density: 15-100. Colours may change 
subject to availability. Weighs 10kg. Size: 180 x 90 x 30cmH 

Children’s Nest Chair  
¬ 140425  ....................................................... $79.95

The colourful children’s hanging nest made of high-quality cotton 
and hangs like a cocoon from the ceiling. It comes with a large, 
comfy cushion and is a perfect place for dreaming, reading or 
swinging. The gentle rocking movement stimulates the sense of 
balance.. A minimum height of 200 cm is recommended for the 
hanging nest. The cotton material is robust and easy to clean. 
Colours may vary. Size: 69 x 148cm Age: 3+ yrs

Airmesh Lounge Chair  
¬ 140426  ....................................................... $89.95

This swing is made from Air mesh fabric, Olefin fabric seat filled 
with polyester fibre. Swing is more controlled, the seat is more 
comfortable and the gentle swing is more conducive to relaxing. 
Hardwood spreader bar and Zinc plated rings used for greater 
strength. Colours may vary. Size: 94 x 152cm Age: 3+ yrs

Large Fabric Hammock  
¬ 140427  ....................................................... $59.95

A cool and comfortable soft cotton hammock in printed stripes, 
this one is ideal for relaxing and calming and can be hung in a 
limited space. Hardwood spreader bar and Zinc plated rings 
used for greater strength. Colours may vary. Size: 1.4 x 2.2m  
Age: 3+ yrs
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140386 Safety Toddler Tyre Swing  ............................................................  $159.95
Suits children 3+ with front safety chain. Heavy duty.  

Trapeze Swing  
140373 With Rings  .....................................................................................  $59.95
Multi-functional activity for the more athletic children. The hardwood timber 45cm handle has been 
heat shrink wrapped with a UV stabilised cover, for a non-slip finish which is smooth on hands.Approx. 
2.1m in length.  Age: 3+ yrs

T Bar Swing  
140384  ......................................................................................................  $36.95
The hardwood timber handle is sanded & sealed and 45cm long.  Age: 3+ yrs

u 140367 Nest Swing  ................................................................................... $279.95
Nest Swings allow children to swing alone or in groups. This durable, low maintenance swing is suitable 
for outdoor use and is very popular with childcare centres, kindergartens and preschools. Suits a frame 
height of 2.2m. Size: 1m Dia Age: 3+ yrs

Vertical Tyre Swing  
140376 1 rope 1 point  ................................................................................. $49.95
  Age: 3+ yrs

140385 2 Ropes 2 points  ...........................................................................  $59.95
An activity for the more athletic children. Size: 180cmL Age: 3+ yrs

Horizontal Tyre Swing  
140369 2 Point  ..........................................................................................  $69.95
Easy to sit in and comfortable way to swing. Made from recycled tyres. Size: 52cmDia Age: 3+ yrs

140369A 3 Point Swivel  ................................................................................  $94.95
A comfortable swing that twists and turns without twisting the ropes up. Size: 52cmDia Age: 3+ yrs

ASSORTED SWINGS

Heavy Duty  
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Rope Ladder  
140370 2 Point 5 Rungs  .............................................................................. $99.95
Rope Ladder has 5 wooden rungs ranging from 400 to 450mm, 2 mounting points at the top and 2 
fixing points at ground level. A must for the playground swing frame. Suits swing frame height of 2.2m.  

Rope with Coloured Balls  
140377  ....................................................................................................... $69.95
Easy for children to hold and climb. 1.8 metres long with a ball diameter of 85mm.  Age: 3+ yrs

Knotted Climbing Rope  
140378 No Thimble 16mm  ........................................................................  $41.95
Great fun for swinging and climbing. 16mm diameter UV Stable polypropylene rope is 2 metres long.  
Age: 3+ yrs

Foot Rope Swing  
140375  .....................................................................................................  $29.95
An activity for the more athletic children. 1.8 Metres Long.  Age: 3+ yrs

Swinging Pigtail Hook  
141501 17.5cm Long  .................................. $29.95
Hook moves at the swinging joint allowing less strain and wear 
on the rope and rope thimble in the swinging action. Only wear is 
on the nylon bush which can be replaced. Swings can be easily 
removed for storing over night or weekends. Thread to nut is 
7cmL.  

SWING ACCESSORIES

Rope Thimble  
141506 Wide 19mm Groove Width ................. $6.95
Used to protect rope from wear. Groove width is the diameter of 
the rope that is suitable for that thimble.  

ASSORTED SWINGS
Our heavy duty swing range is made from top commercial grade components. Many items are Australian made. All swings come with a heavy duty galvanised rope thimble which is long wearing and ideal to connect to swinging pigtail hooks (also available) which is superior to light weight O ring style attachments (metal on metal) 

that wear through quickly.

ALL SWINGS COME 
WITH HEAVY DUTY 
GALVANISED ROPE 

THIMBLE

Heavy Duty  
u 140379 Strap Swing  .................................................................................  $119.95

Australian Made. Heavy Duty. Suitable for older children and adults. Length of rope from the thimble 
to the seat attachment is 140cm. The seat to the ground measures 60cm. The seat is approx. 65cm 
in width.  
140382 Junior Safety Swing  .....................................................................  $139.95
This solid seat swing is ideal for children requiring a more stable seat. This swing is made from solid 
heavy duty rubber. Will not bend or flex, extra tread for extra grip. Requires some assembly. Size: 44.5 
x 8cmW 

Tyre Strap Swing  
140372  ......................................................................................................  $49.95
This recycled tyre has been pressure washed & painted with no steel belt wires, so it is made to last. 
The deep seat is built for comfort and it comes with a 12mm UV stabilised polypropylene rope with 
spliced thimbles for easy hanging to pigtail hooks. Size: 15 x 50cmL Age: 3+ yrs

Tyre Basket Swing  
u 140371  ....................................................................................................... $64.95

Popular swing that cradles and supports the child. Favourite swing for Pre-schools and Kindergartens. 
Size: 30cmW Age: 3+ yrs
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Billy Kidz Hollow Blocks  
¬ 135622 18pcs  ........................................... $399.95
¬ 135623 36pcs  ........................................... $699.95

  

Billy Kidz Block Storage Cart  
¬135624 With Castors  ................................. $199.95

 Size: 84 x 43 x 48cmH 

Billy Kidz 36pc Hollow Blocks 
With Block Storage Cart Set

 

¬135624T With Castors  ................................. $849.95
Quality block storage unit complete with 36 Hollow Blocks of 
different shapes and sizes, is a perfect addition to any classroom 
environment. Size: 84 x 43 x48cmH

Plywood Connector Wooden 
Blocks

 

¬158980 26pcs  ........................................... $999.95
Plywood connector Blocks are perfect for igniting a child’s 
imagination and encouraging creative play. Watch as children work 
together to create amazing structures, improving their team work, 
problem solving and upper body strength. These wooden blocks 
can be used outdoors or indoors and are the perfect compliment to 
our outdoor wooden blocks. Hand crafted in Australia from durable 
plywood these wooden blocks will outlast even the toughest 
children. Block sizes 14 x 14 x 14cmH & 28 x 14 x 14cmH. 
  

These hollow blocks are great 
for encouraging hand/eye co-
ordination and construction 
skills. Available in both 18 and 36 
pieces in total in various shapes 
there are many structures to 
be made. Made from durable 
Birch plywood, All blocks vary 
between 20 - 40cm in length 
at different heights. Each 36pc 
set contains -  4 x Rectangle L, 
4 x Rectangle S, 8 x Square L, 4 
x Square M, 12 x Square S, 2 x 
Triangle L, 2 x Triangle S. 18pc 

set contains exactly half.

SET INCLUDES
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Outdoor Block Trolley With 
Locking Wheels

 

u142060  ..................................................... $699.95
Outdoor Project Block Trolley will hold a full set of outdoor hollow 
blocks. New Beige coloured powder coated metal frame with 
quality heavy duty castors. Size: 150 x 100 x 102.5cmH 

Outdoor Hollow Blocks 9mm 
Plywood

 

143044 33pcs  ........................................ $1,099.95
143045 66pcs  ........................................ $2,099.95

Outdoor Hollow Pine Blocks  
143047A 33pcs  ........................................ $1,499.95
143047 66pcs  ........................................ $2,799.95

Outdoor hollow block set made 
from Pine with an oiled finish 

and finger carry hole.  
This set of 66 blocks consists of: 

40 large blocks 
20 small blocks 

2 large windows 
2 small windows 

2 ramps Large Block measures 
48 x 24 x 12cmH and weighs 
approximately 2.5kg. 135kg in 
total for 66 piece set. Note: The 

33 piece set contains half.

SET INCLUDES

This outdoor block set is made of top 
quality 9cm plywood and each block set 
is available with or without finger holes. 

This set of 66 blocks consists of: 
• 40 x Large Hollow Blocks - 48 x 24 x 12cm 
• 20 x Small Hollow Blocks - 24 x 24 x 12cm 

• 2 x Large Windows - 48 x 24 x 12cm 
• 2 x Small Windows - 24 x 24 x 12cm 

• 2 x Large Ramp - 40 x 24 x 12cm 
The largest Hollow block weighs 
approximately 1kg. Total weight of 
blocks are 110kg. Note: The 33 piece set 

contains half.

SET INCLUDES
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Santoys Petrol Station  
130422  ..................................................... $199.95
Who needs petrol? This bright, visually engaging petrol station is 
sure to delight all ages. Encourages imaginative role play. Ideal for 
outdoor fun. Size: 43 x 34 x 101cmH Age: 3+ yrs

CHILDRENS OUTDOOR PLAY

Teepee White  
116730 Small 1.5m  ................................................................................................................................ $129.95

u 116731 Large 2.1m  ................................................................................................................................ $179.95
Customise your teepee to suit any theme by decorating with our fantastic silks and garlands or decorate permanently using fabric paint or 
markers. Easy to assemble, featuring wooden removable poles and machine washable fabric.  

Traffic Signs  
130413 Set of 6  ...................................................................................................................................... $124.95
Great for outdoor play. Made from sturdy plastic, minimal assembly required. Size: Stop Sign 70cm 

Solid Pine Letterbox  
158955  ..................................................... $249.95
Beautifully crafted Pine Letter Box, Lacquered with bright Red 
trimmings. Size: 30 x 30 x 100cmH 

Santoys Post Office Mail Box  
116029  ..................................................... $129.95
Post your special letters with our bright Red Post Office Box! An 
ideal accessory for literacy, drama or imaginative play activities. 
Features slot for mailing and door for retrieval of letters. Minimal 
assembly required. Colour and design may vary. Size: 30 x 30 
x 74cmH 

Crawling Tunnel  
139885 Coloured Nylon  ............................. $129.95
One colour nylon tunnel. Lightweight and easy to manage. Ideal 
for indoor or outdoor use. Collapses for storage and transportation. 
Size: 58cm x 2.75mL 

Crawling Tunnel  
139890 Clear Plastic .................................. $139.95
Double stitched & reinforced clear plastic tunnel, makes for fun 
chase & escape games. Ideal for indoor or outdoor use. Collapses 
for storage and transportation. Size: 57cm x 2.75mL 
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Electronic Stopwatch  
132565  ......................................................... $9.95
Hand held stopwatch with thumb and forefinger control. Accurate 
to 1/100 of a second. Features split/lap time, 12 and 24 hour 
time, alarm, date functions and a handy wrist/neck strap. Water 
resistant. Size: 5 x 7cmH 

Billy Kidz Happy Bug Tunnel  
¬135560  ................................................................... $399.95

Great for hiding and crawling these tunnels are easy to assemble and 
made from weatherproof materials. Suitable for ages 3+. Size: 210 x 100 x 
108cmH Age: 3+ yrs

CHILDRENS OUTDOOR PLAY

Step 2 Naturally Playful Clubhouse Climber  
130346  ............................................................................................................................................... $1,799.95
Children will climb, slide, and crawl for hours exploring the hide out area, tunnel, table, and other fun features of this climber. This Step 2 
Climber features a skylight, drop-leaf table, 2 stools, chalkboard, clock with movable hands, and electronic phone (batteries not included). 
Climbing ladder has hand holes and sure grip hand rails to assist young climbers while the bridge connects to the look-out tower with 
steering wheel, telescope and climbing ladder. Ideal for encouraging peer interactions, use the underneath as a hideaway or cubby house 
perfect for encouraging exploration and imagination. Key developmental benefits include gross motor, hand-eye co-ordination, balance and 
skills such as climbing. Social children will learn essential skills in sharing and turn taking while communication both verbal and non-verbal 
will be supported while engaging in play with a small group of children. Size: 348 x 232 x 178cmH 

Three Way  
Recycling Station

 

¬ 132582  .................................................................................................................................................. $799.95
This Recycling Station will help teach kids from a young age the importance of reduce, reuse, recycle and the environmental benefits. The 
product is child friendly and engaging with its bright colours, clearly distinguished openings, labelled compartments, easy to comprehend 
decals and colour coded bins to achieve non cross contamination and organised waste control. Size: 104 x 84cmH 

Blindfolds  
139892 Set of 6  ........................................... $19.95
Set of 6 brightly coloured nylon blindfolds for all ages. Easy to 
wear for hide and seek type games such as; pin the tail, what 
shape is this? and many other sensory perception games. Uses 
are only limited by your imagination. Straps are elasticised and 
have velcro closures so one size fits all. Size: 9 x 15 x 1cmH 
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Bosch Toy Tools for kids look just like the 
real thing and with awesome functions and 
lights and sounds, these kids toys are a hit 
with kids who love to pretend to be working 
hard “on the tools” . The Bosch Toy Tools 
range is manufactured to the highest quality 
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CHILDRENS OUTDOOR PLAY

Aussie Play Water Play Board  
¬ 146281  ..................................................................................................... $799.95

 Size: 120 x 50 x 80cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Work Bench and Vice  
158959T  ...................................................................................................  $499.95
Carpenters Work bench with a Vice. Solid Pine construction, finished in tough clear lacquer. Sturdy shelf 
enables tools & materials be stored. Accessories not included. Size: 120 x 51 x 61cmH 

Untreated Carpentry Timber  
159523  .....................................................................................................  $59.95
Off cuts of untreated carpentry timber comes in a great assortment of shapes and sizes. Size: 51 x 
38 x 28cmH Box 

Bosch Tool Vest  
¬110144  ....................................................... $59.95

Children can feel like a real builder with the authentic Bosch tool 
vest with accessories and width adjustment at the sides.  Age: 
3+ yrs

Bosch Tool Set  
¬110145  ....................................................... $69.95

Little builders will love the Bosch Tool Set. Equipped with 36 
pieces.  Age: 3+ yrs

Bosch Tool Box  
¬110146  ....................................................... $59.95

Allow children to experience being a mechanic with the Bosch Tool 
Box. Chock-full of different tools to help develop inventiveness.  
Age: 3+ yrs

Aussie Play Outdoor Aluminium Room Divider Mirror  
¬ 146279 Straight ......................................................................................... $249.95

 Size: 120 x 40 x 65cmH Age: 3+ yrs

¬ 146280 Curved  ........................................................................................ $259.95
 Size: 120 x 40 x 65cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Bosch Tool Belt  
¬110147  ....................................................... $59.95

Complete with miniature versions of grown-up’s tools, this 
authentic belt will delight all little tinkerers.  Age: 3+ yrs

Bosch Complete Tool Kit Set  
¬ 110147T 4pcs  ............................................  $239.95

Children will become the complete builder with this bumper set of 
authentic Bosch child size tools. Contains a Bosch Tool Vest, Tool 
Set, Tool Box and Tool Belt. Batteries are required for components 
of the Tool Set & Tool Box (not included).  Age: 3+ yrs

Refer to Full Details on Page 571

Now you can section off areas outdoors as well with 
our durable zero maintenance outdoor room dividers. 
Combine both our curved and straight room dividers 
to create a stimulating area for the kids. An aluminium 
frame with a shatterproof aluminium composite mirror, 
combined with our HDPE stable feet means this product 

can be used outdoors with no fear of weathering.
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Merbau & Hardwood Outdoor  
¬158966 Mud Kitchen with Pump  ................ $799.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 64cmH 
¬158967 Mud Prep Station  .......................... $699.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 64cmH 
¬ 158967T Mud Kitchen Complete Set - 2 pcs  $1,399.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 64cmH 

CHILDRENS OUTDOOR PLAY

158963 BBQ  .............................................. $449.95
The BBQ features a fixed grooved grill plate routed into the solid 
laminate top also features moveable control knobs.  

This great Outdoor Range is designed to enhance and extend the exciting world of role play. Each piece is constructed with a 
powder coated steel frame with Merbau timber sides, solid laminate shelves and an acrylic back for added stability. Merbau is a 
natural and ideal timber for outdoor use. The solid laminate lends an extremely strong and durable detail to the designs as it is 
tough will not distort or change colour in the elements and will withstand the test of time. Set includes BBQ, Sink and Prep Station.

158964 Sink  .............................................. $469.95
The clever interactive design of this unit incorporates an authentic 
water pump that the children will love! Water is pumped up from 
the connecting tube when it is placed in a bucket of water. It 
includes a stainless steel sink.  158965T Kitchen Set of 3  ........................  $1,299.95

Outdoor Kitchen 

STAINLESS 
STEEL SINK

WORKING 
WATER 
PUMP

GROOVED 
BBQ PLATE

SPACE FOR 
STORING

Merbau Outdoor  
158965 Prep Station  .................................. $429.95
Prep Station is ideal for outdoor open ended role play; the shelves 
provide space for sorting storing and playing. The Prep Station is 
a perfect enhancement to the BBQ and Sink and can also be used 
as a standalone unit.  

The Mud Kitchen set of 2 is perfect for messy sensory play. Children learn best when they are 
outdoors and are connected with their natural environment. The Mud Kitchen provides children 
with fun, natural and creative outlet to explore, learn and work together in a natural environment. 
The Mud Kitchen can be used with sand, dirt, water, plants, cooking utensils and of course mud. 
This is no ordinary piece of equipment, this has been designed to be large enough for children 
of all ages or multiple children to play at the same time. This beautiful item is constructed with 
solid hardwoods Vic Ash and Merbau, the frame being Vic Ash and the slats being Merbau. The 
sink is stainless steal and includes the option to have a real working water pump. Our heavy duty 
construction ensure many years of play, whilst our beautiful design will make this the centre piece 

of any outdoor play area.
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OUTDOOR SEATING

Merbau & Hardwood Outdoor  
158977 Table & Bench Seats  .................................................................................................................. $649.95
Free standing top quality table and benches made from Merbau timber. Oiled finish for weather protection. Table measures 120 x 60 x 
53cmH and Benches measure 120 x 30cmH.  

¬ 158970 Round Table 90 x 90 x 50cmH  ...... $399.95
This free standing solid table is made from Vic Ash and Merbau. 
Oiled finish for weather protection.  

¬ 158971 Square Table 60 x 60 x 50cmH  ..... $349.95
This free standing solid table is made from Vic Ash and Merbau. 
Oiled finish for weather protection.  

158976 Bench Seat  ................................................................................................................................ $259.95
This sturdy outdoor bench comes with a back to provide comfortable seating. It is made from Merbau and Vic Ash. Size: 120 x 30 x 30cmH 

¬ 158972 Bench Seat 1200mm  .................... $199.00
Made from Merbau and Vic Ash timber this bench seat will be an 
asset to any outdoor space. Size: 120 x 30 x 30cmH 
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OUTDOOR SEATING

Aussie Play Picnic Table  
¬ 146278 Hardwood Top and Seat  ................ $599.95

Perfect for lunchtime duties our Hardwood picnic table uses our 
tough Merbau timber on top and for the seats with aluminium 
framing ensuring this product will handle the harshest of weather 
conditions. Size: 116 x 116 x 60cmH Age: 3+ yrs

WPC Outdoor Picnic Table  
u 143055  ..................................................... $329.95

Made using environmentally friendly recycled plastic and wood 
composite that will withstand weather decay for 10 years! 
Maintenance free and easy to clean - simply hose down! Size: 
Table Top: 90 x 60 x 55cmH, Seat: 9 x 114 x 30cmH. Size: 90 
x 114 x 55cmH 

Tikk Tokk Stackable Resin Blue  
143085 Chair 27cm  ..................................... $24.95
143090 Square Table  ................................... $69.95
143090T Square Table & 4 Chairs  ...............  $149.95

Tikk Tokk Stackable Resin Green  
143086 Chair 27cm  ..................................... $24.95
143091 Square Table  ................................... $69.95
143091T Square Table & 4 Chairs  ...............  $149.95

Tikk Tokk Stackable Resin Red  
143087 Chair 27cm  ..................................... $24.95
143092 Square Table  ................................... $69.95
143092T Square Table & 4 Chairs  ...............  $149.95

OUTDOOR SEATING

In bright active colours, the heavy-duty 
construction of these attractive yet robust 
stackable resin table and chairs make them 
solid and durable! Easy to wipe clean and 
ideal for both indoor and  outdoors with UV 
stabilised, however colours do fade with 
extended exposure to sunlight. Available 
in Blue, Green, & Red. All pieces can be 

purchased individually.
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Recycled Runner Mat Aboriginal 
Design

 

146510 “Emu & Kangaroo Tracks”.  .............. $59.95
This beautifully designed runner by De Greer Yindimincarlie titled 
‘Emu & Kangaroo Tracks’ represents Kangaroo tracks heading 
east, emu tracks heading west and 3 campsites in the centre. 
Size: 2.7 x 0.8m 

Recycled Small Mat Aboriginal Design  
u 146522 “Gatherings” Black/White  ............................................................... $84.95

The title of this mat is ‘Gatherings’…and it’s about coming together to yarn and have time together. 
There are many Aboriginal symbols in this mat including men sitting around campsites, digging sticks, 
spears, boomerangs and coolamons. Size: 1.8 x 1.8m 

146518 “Gatherings” Black/Orange  ...........................................................  $84.95
The title of this mat is ‘Gatherings’ and it’s about coming together to yarn and have time together. 
There are many Aboriginal symbols in this mat including men sitting around campsites, digging sticks, 
spears, boomerangs and coolamons. Size: 1.8 x 1.8m 

These mats are designed using Indigenous symbols, 
the symbols are used as a form of communication, 
a way to tell a story, instruction or direction. The 
versatility, light weight durability of the recycled 
polypropylene play mats are only enhanced by 
how easy they are to keep clean.  Simply vacuum 
up the spills, give the mat a quick wash with soapy 
water, then toss over the line to dry.   Great for use 
outdoors, however do not leave in direct sunlight 
or rain full time due to UV exposure. Store clean 
and dry.

Aboriginal 
Designed  
Recycled Mats

DOUBLE SIDED 
DESIGN WITH 

REVERSE  
COLOUR

ABORIGINAL 
STORIES ON 
EACH SIDE

SUITABLE FOR  
OUTDOOR / INDOOR USE 

EASILY WASHABLE

(made from recycled shopping bags)

Small Mats
Size: 1.8m x 1.8m

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED
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146511 “Tracks” Red/Cream  .......................................................  $109.95
This beautifully designed mat by De Greer Yindimincarlie titled ‘Tracks’ represents 6 
campsites, 4 surrounded by 2 warriors and 2 women and the 2 centre campsites surrounded 
by 4 men with a pair of kangaroo tracks on the edge of the campsite. Size: 2.7 x 1.8m 

Recycled Large Mat Aboriginal Design  
146512 “Journeys” Red/Cream  .............................................................................  $129.95
This beautifully designed mat by De Greer Yindimincarlie titled ‘Journey’s’ represents 9 campsites, 8 surrounded 
by 4 men and the centre campsite surrounded by 8 men. Size: 2.7 x 2.7m 

146511A “Tracks” Yellow/Black  .....................................................  $109.95
This beautifully designed mat by De Greer Yindimincarlie titled ‘Tracks’ represents 6 
campsites, 4 surrounded by 2 warriors and 2 women and the 2 centre campsites surrounded 
by 4 men with a pair of kangaroo tracks on the edge of the campsite. Size: 2.7 x 1.8m 

146516 “Yarning Circle” Orange/Black  ...................................................................  $129.95
Beautifully designed large mat by De Greer Yindimincarlie titled ‘The Yarning Circle’ represents a variety of different 
indigenous symbols including men, campsite, coolamon, child, boomerang, warrior, emu tracks, kangaroo tracks 
and digging sticks - the lesson here is to work out which symbol relates to which description. Size: 2.7 x 2.7m 

Recycled Medium Mat Aboriginal Design
146514 “Turtle Journey” Blue/White  ............................................  $109.95
Designed by Helen Price of Darumabl Country in Queensland “Turtle Journey”. The meaning 
of “Turtle Journey” is “The turtle travels home from hundreds of miles away. It never forgets 
where it came from and nothing will keep it from coming home. There is something inside 
the turtle’s soul that knows the way. Journey back to country where your soul is at home 
Size: 1.8 x 2.7m 

Medium Mats
Size: 2.7m x 1.8m

Large Mats

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

146521 “Circle Time” Bronze/White  ....................................................................... $149.95
This piece depicts a learning circle and represents a holistic approach to teaching and acquiring knowledge within 
the Murri community. Size: 3 x 3m 
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OUTDOOR SEATING

Recycled Large Mat Aboriginal Design  
¬ 146526 “Reconciliation” Brown/Black/White  ............................................  $149.95

As an Aboriginal artist Angela Marr-Grogan is passionate about Reconciliation and building stronger 
relationships between the wider Australian community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, 
‘Reconciliation’ is a special piece that symbolises partnerships and working together to create positive 
change. The inner concentric circles and the outer circles represent community and organisations, with 
the layered dot work symbolising people coming together to improve and build closer relationships. 
Size: 3m 

¬ 146527 “Campfire” Black/Orange/White  ...................................................  $149.95
Campfires were not only a source of warmth and for cooking, they also were a point of gathering. 
‘Campfire’  is a bold piece that symbolises a meeting place on country/land, and represents a gathering 
of a tribe to reconnect and share dreaming stories. Size: 3m 

Recycled Indian Chindi Rugs  
¬ 146525 Round 1.8m  .................................. $219.95

Our new Chindi rug is all hand made in India from recycled jute 
and cotton and are a pure delight. Perfect to brighten up a dull 
space,  great for group and circle time at Kindy.  

Recycled Large Mat Torres Strait Island Design  
¬ 146528 “Turtle Circle” Bronze/White  .........................................................  $129.95

Waru, the turtle is a significant part of the life and culture of Torres Strait Islander communities and 
Aboriginal communities in the Far North of Australia. The Green Sea Turtle not only provides food to 
the people, but as a symbol, it is a demonstration of the continued and ongoing cultural, spiritual and 
economic relationship between people and the ocean. Waru is our past, our present and our future. 
Size: 2.7 x 2.7m 

Recycled Large Round Mat New Zealand Design  
¬ 146530 “Korero” Black/White  ...................................................................  $139.95

Ngaa Hau e Whaa - the four winds spoken of by many cultures speaks of a common meeting place 
where all peoples from all directions can gather in the pursuit of peace through ceremony, celebration, 
learning. Size: 2.7m 

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED

DOUBLE 
SIDED
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Outdoor Jumbo Cushion  
116390T 90 x 90cm Blue  ............................ $109.95
116391T 90 x 90cm Emerald  ...................... $109.95
116392T 90 x 90cm Orange  ........................ $109.95
116393T 90 x 90cm Purple  ......................... $109.95
116393U 90 x 90cm Set of 4  ......................  $399.95
Outdoor Jumbo cushions with inserts in bright colours - Purple, 
Emerald, Orange and Blue.  

Natural Tones Outdoor Jumbo 
Cushion

 

116394T 90 x 90cm Olive Green  ................. $109.95
116395T 90 x 90cm Camel  ......................... $109.95
116395U 90 x 90cm Set of 2  ......................  $199.95
Outdoor Jumbo cushions with inserts in natural tones - Olive and 
Camel.  

Outer covers are UV stabilised heavy duty vinyl with a protective finish preventing the 
colours from fading, stain and abrasion resistant. Easy maintenance and care, with an 
inner filling of polyester making this suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

Outdoor Cushion Covers only  
116390 90 x 90cm Blue  .............................. $79.95
116391 90 x 90cm Emerald  ........................ $79.95
116392 90 x 90cm Orange  .......................... $79.95
116393 90 x 90cm Purple  ........................... $79.95
116394 90 x 90cm Olive Green  ................... $79.95
116395 90 x 90cm Camel  ........................... $79.95
Outdoor Jumbo cushion covers available in 6 colours. Purple, 
Emerald, Orange and Blue, Olive Green and Camel.  

Cushion Insert Only  
142129 90 x 90cm  ...................................... $39.95

Plastic Forceps / Tweezers  
u 157523 11cm  ................................................ $0.75

Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$0.65

Eye Spy Bug Viewer  
131756  ......................................................... $5.95
Viewing jars with magnifying lid for easy observation of small 
insect creatures. Size: 8cmDia x 7cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Twigz Butterfly Net  
144114  ....................................................... $16.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each..................$16.00
Wooden handle with 30cm round wire ring powder coated with 
a long net. This fantastic butterfly net will have you catching 
butterflies and other flying things in your garden really easily.  
Size: 97cmL 

OUTDOOR SEATING

EXPLORING NATURE

Outdoor Cushions
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Navir Magnifying and Discovery 
Set

 

130738T 8pcs  ..............................................  $89.95
This magnifying and discovery value set allows children to get 
up close and personal with bugs and insects they find in the 
garden. Includes 2 x Triple Bug Viewers, 2 x Mega Bug Viewers, 
2 x Magnifying Lens and 2 x Megalens Magnifiers.  Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Mega Bug Viewer  
130737  ....................................................................................................... $14.95
The Mega Bug Viewer allows jumbo magnifying for observing insects, small water creatures, tadpoles 
etc. Magnification: 3 times. Colours may vary. Size: 10 x 10 x 11.5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Triple Bug Viewer  
130715  ....................................................................................................... $17.95
The Triple Bug Viewer allows children to get up close and personal with bugs and insects they find in 
the garden with a 3-way observation: aerial, horizontal and from below. Supplied with tweezers. Colours 
may vary. Size: 9 x 6.5 x 12cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Small Magnifying Lens  
130738 5.5cm Diameter  ..............................................................................  $5.50
Observe on a grand scale with this magnifier, sized perfectly for small hands. Ideal for taking a closer 
look at plants, animals and insects in life science lessons. Colours may vary. Size: 5.5 x 1 x 14cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Megalens Magnifier  
133053 19cm Long x 6.6cm viewing area  .................................................  $11.50
Bulk Buy & Save: 6 or more - each................................................................ $10.50
Large bifocal lens for extra-close viewing. Lens has a double magnification 3x and 7x. Bonus stand and 
tweezers in compartment in handle.  

Navir Children’s Periscope  
130739  ....................................................... $14.95
Get exploring with this fantastic Periscope for kids! A great way 
of exploring and observing undetected! Extremely robust and 
hard wearing, this item is designed to be played with outdoors or 
indoors. Extends from 20cm to 40cm. Colours may vary. Size: 4.5 
x 4.5 x 20cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Children’s Telescope  
130742  ....................................................... $22.95
A high quality telescope for any child, combining function, form 
and durability for years of exploration. Sliding the scope focuses 
the image for viewing at 15x magnification. Made from tough 
plastic, it’s durable enough for the most adventurous backyard 
explorers. Extends from 20cm - 38cm. Colours may vary. Size: 5 
x 5 x 20cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Children’s Binoculars  
130743  ....................................................... $24.95
Bring objects that are in the distance up close with these binoculars 
which are made from ABS plastic and come with a neck strap and 
lens covers and are equipped with a blocking system on the lens 
to prevent them from falling out. The binoculars provide a 3 x 
magnification. Colours may vary. Size: 14 x 16 x 6cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Navir Exploration and Discovery 
Set

 

130743T 3pcs  ..............................................  $55.95
This set allows children to explore and discover the world around 
them. Included Children’s Periscope, Telescope and Binoculars.  
Age: 3+ yrs
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Arnotts Large Handle Magnifier with LED Light  
133301 13cm Diameter  ..............................................................................  $27.95
Extra large 13cm optical quality handle magnifier is ideal for close-up discovery work. The large lens 
has a 2X power magnification with a bi-focal lens of 6X magnification. Requires 1 x AAA battery (not 
included). Size: 26 x 14.5 x 2.5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Arnotts Acrylic Dome Magnifier  
133302 6cm  .............................................................................................. $15.95
This durable pre-focused acrylic lens is easy to use. The unbreakable construction is suitable for 
everyday use. It collects ambient light to illuminate the subject for bright and clear viewing. Cleaning 
pouch included. Size: 6 x 6 x 4cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Arnotts 5X Paperweight Magnifier with 3 LED Lights  
u 133303  ....................................................................................................... $29.95

A powerful 5X magnifier with 3 LED Lights to illuminate & enlarge any surface. Can even double as a 
paperweight. Ideal for numerous applications for all ages. Comes with a cleaning cloth & sturdy storage 
pouch. 2 x CR2016 button batteries come included in this magnifier. Simply remove the battery insulator 
prior to it’s first use. Size: 9 x 9 x 6cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Arnotts 10X Lighted Magnifier with 3 LED Lights  
133300  ...................................................................................................... $29.95
Providing 10X magnification with super bright LED lighting. Ideal for magnifying skin, insects and 
numerous other items. Comes with a cleaning cloth in a smart storage pouch. Requires 2 x AA batteries 
(not included). Size: 18 x 5.5 x 5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Magnifying Glass  
135253 90 - 100mm Diameter  ...................... $3.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 5 or more - each....................$3.75
Observe with this magnifier, sized perfectly for small hands. 
Ideal for taking a closer look at plants, animals and insects in life 
science lessons.  

Windmill Flower Rainbow  
139791 2 Wheels ......................................... $13.95
Eye catching windmills are fascinating for children to watch. 
Lovely to display outside in the garden at your centre. 70cm stick 
with a 28cm wheel and a larger 40cm wheel.  

Compass  
139795 6cm Dia  ............................................ $8.95
When teaching young children how to use a compass the first 
aspects you will need to teach them are the directions on a map. 
Show them where North, South, East and West line-up on the map 
and on a compass. It will amaze them to learn that no matter 
where they stand in the world, the compass always points toward 
the North Pole, due to the magnetic field. Size: 6 x 6 x 1.5cmH 
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Wind Spinner  
130780 3D Butterfly 30 x 20 x 30cmH  ......... $49.95
130781 Animated Horse 30 x 20 x 30cmH  ... $49.95
130782 Silver Tear Drop 17 x 15 x 30cmH  ... $49.95
130783 Blue Tear Drop 17 x 15 x 30cmH  ..... $49.95

These fantastic wind spinners dance in the slightest of breeze and will delight children and adults alike with their mesmerising 
motions. The high quality construction of stainless steel ensures durability in any weather and they are designed to make an 
eye-catching presentation every time the wind blows or for use inside with the aid of an additional battery powered motor. The 
wind spinners are bound to capture your attention and provide a calming effect on even the most agitated or over excited child!

130784 Silver Diamond 30 x 20 x 30cmH  .... $49.95
130785 Silver Octagon 30 x 20 x 30cmH  ..... $49.95
130786 Blue Splash 30 x 15 x 30cmH  ......... $49.95
130787 Silver Splash 30 x15 x 30cmH  ........ $39.95
130788 Red Crystal Spiral 7 x 7 x 30cmH  .... $39.95
130789 Blue Crystal Spiral 7 x 7 x 30cmH  ... $39.95

Windspinners 

Wind Spinner Classroom Set  
130790T 15pcs  ..........................................  $469.95
Experience the mesmerising effects and motions of this high 
quality stainless steel set of 10 wind spinners. They can be used 
outside and when attached to the additional battery motor can 
be equally effective inside. The set includes one of each 10 
wind spinners and also includes five D battery operated motors.  
Age: 3+ yrs

130790 Battery Motor 5 x 5 x 15cmH  ............ $9.95
The wind spinner battery motor replicates the effect of a breeze 
rotating the spinners to display the mesmerising motions and 
effects. It is powered by 1 x D battery (not included) and can 
simply be clipped onto to the wind spinner to hang inside a 
classroom.  Age: 3+ yrs
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Billy Kidz Wheelbarrow  
u 135548  ..................................................... $159.95

This robust wheelbarrow is built to withstand the rigours of 
everyday use. The sturdy steel frame, combined with long lasting, 
heavy duty rubber wheels enable hours of enjoyment. This 
particular wheelbarrow is very functional and durable for children 
to use in their garden. Size: 90 x 35 x 54cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Water Garden Fish Tank  
¬ 131897  ..................................................... $149.95

The Water Garden is a fish tank and a planter that grows herbs 
and sprouts for your classroom! Using a natural ancient agriculture 
technique called Aquaponics — the fish waste provides nutrients 
for the plants. Everything included except the fish. Size: 34 x 24 
x 34cmH 

Mushroom Mini Farm  
¬ 131898  ....................................................... $29.95

Grow organic oyster mushrooms right out of the box. Three simple 
steps - open box, mist with water, harvest the first crop in as little 
as 10 days (grows multiple crops). Place it anywhere in the dark 
or light and all year round. Size: 12 x 9 x 18cmH 

Billy Kidz Trolley Cart  
135549  ..................................................... $169.95
This robust trolley designed to transport your goods is built to 
withstand the rigours of everyday use. The sturdy steel frame, 
combined with long lasting, heavy duty solid rubber wheels enable 
hours of enjoyment. Size: 48 x 53 x 75cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Enviro Grow Premium Planting 
Kit

 

119154 30 pots  ........................................... $54.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 2 or more - each..................$50.00
Enviro Grow mega classroom gardening kit comes with 30 mini 
terracotta pots, 30 eco pots, 30 Eco pellets and 30 plain signs. 
Easy seed starter “Eco pellets”. “Eco-Pots” - dissolves into the 
ground. NO SOIL - NO MESS!!.  

Terracotta Colour Plastic Plant 
Pot & Saucer

 

119969 10pk  ............................................... $11.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each................$11.00
Terracotta coloured plastic plant pot & saucer, can be decorated 
for any type of gift occasion. Begin your own indoor garden let 
each child watch their own little plants grow. Size: 60mm 

Dust Pan & Brush Set  
158126 Blue  .................................................. $6.75
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each....................$6.25
Plastic pan & brush set. Colours can vary upon availability. Size: 
Brush 31cm 

Billy Kidz Artificial Grass Mat  
¬ 135569 100 x 100cm  .................................. $39.95

A textured piece of artificial grass, perfect for adding an extra 
dimension of texture and scenery to any imaginative play space. 
Add this pretend, artificial grass to create small worlds for fairies, 
landscapes for wild animals or backyards for doll houses.  

Merbau & Hardwood Outdoor  
158978 Planter Box 1000mm  .................... $599.95
Ideal for mobile landscapes. Create your own outdoor space. Hand 
crafted from Vic Ash and Merbau timbers with oil finish.  Heavy 
duty locking castors with lining included. Size: 100 x 50 x 40cmH 

Our exciting range of Billy Kidz robust trikes, 
scooters and play vehicles are built to 
withstand the rigours of everyday use. The 
sturdy steel frames, combined with long 
lasting, heavy duty solid rubber wheels 

enable hours of enjoyment.
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Twigz Class Value Gardening Pack  
144113T 30pcs  ..........................................  $289.95
Let children get their hands dirty…learning, with this 30 piece 
gardening kit.  

Set includes: 2 x Hand Tools (Set of 3), Long Shovel, Long Hoe, Long Rake, Long Broom, 
Green Bucket, Blue Bucket, Galvanised Steel Bucket, Green Watering Can, Blue Watering 
Can, Orange Watering Can, Wheelbarrow, Pack of 12 Plant Labels, 12 x pairs of gloves. 
All items are available for individual purchase. Please note the wheelbarrow requires 
assembly.

Twigz Children’s Gardening 
Gloves

 

u 144100  ......................................................... $4.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each....................$4.50
Twigz children’s Gardening Gloves are designed for children to 
have flexibility in the garden. The PVC dots on the palm allow 
children to easily pick things up and grip their tools. The Cotton 
Terylene blended material is hard wearing and gives full protection 
from microbes in the soil. The elastic wrists ensure the gloves do 
not fall off small hands. Size: 19cmL 

Twigz Hand Tool Set  
144101 3 Tools  ............................................ $16.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each..................$16.00
This set of 3 hand tools have been specifically designed by Twigz 
for little hands, they are a durable one piece plastic tools made 
to function ergonomically for children in the garden. Size: 20cmL 
Age: 3+ yrs

Twigz Plant Labels with Marker  
144117 12pk  ................................................. $5.50
Plant labels are a great way to identify what the children have 
planted. Set comes with a permanent marker. Size: 5.5 x 15cmH 

LET CHILDREN GET THEIR HANDS DIRTY LEARNING
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Twigz Wheelbarrow  
144112  ......................................................................................................  $79.95
Galvanised steel tray with powder coated legs, timber sub frame and hard plastic wheels. Twigz wheel 
barrows are the first two wheeled wheel barrows on the market. Size: 76 x 41 x 31cmH 

Twigz Long Handled Tools  
144102 Shovel 97cmL  ...............................................................................  $19.95
144103 Hoe 89cmL  ...................................................................................  $19.95
144104 Rake 95cmL  .................................................................................  $19.95

u 144105 Broom 85cmL  ...............................................................................  $19.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each................................................................ $19.00
144105U Set of 4  .........................................................................................  $69.95
This set of 4 long tools is developed for young gardeners. In the set is a rake, hoe, broom and shovel. 
This set will get you preparing your vegetable garden and growing the best fresh home grown veggies 
you have ever eaten.  Age: 5+ yrs

Twigz Bucket  
144106 Green 2 Litre  ..................................................................................  $10.95
144108 Blue 2 Litre  ....................................................................................  $10.95

¬ 144124 Galvanised Steel 2 Litre  .................................................................  $10.95
144108T Set of 3  ..........................................................................................  $29.95
Twigz children’s buckets are of strong steel construction with a riveted swivel handle. The squat shape 
and large rim of the bucket make it easy for children to fill up and hard for children to tip over when 
placed on the ground. Size: 20cmDia x 13cmH 

Twigz Watering Can  
144109 Green 1.5 Litre  ..............................................................................  $19.95
144110 Orange 1.5 Litre  ............................................................................  $19.95
144111 Blue 1.5 Litre  ................................................................................  $19.95
144111T Set of 3  .........................................................................................  $55.95
Twigz watering cans come in three different colours, subject to availability. 1.5 Litre in volume and have 
two handles, one over the top of the body for carrying around the garden and the handle on the back 
of the body to tilt the water over the plants. Size: 13 x 28 x 22cmH 

Twigz Stainless Steel Hand Tool 
Set

 

¬ 144122 2 Tools  ............................................ $19.95

Twigz Watering Can  
¬ 144123 Galvanised Steel 3 Litre  .................. $22.95

Twigz Bucket  
¬ 144124 Galvanised Steel 2 Litre  .................. $10.95

  Twigz Galvanised/Stainless Steel 
Small Set

 

¬ 144124U 4pcs  ............................................... $49.95
This set of galvanised and stainless steel tools is developed for 
young gardeners. In the set is a rake, small shovel, 3L watering 
can, 2L bucket.Age: 5+ yrs

Twigz Stainless Steel Long 
Handled Tools

 

¬ 144120 Shovel 96cmL  ................................. $24.95
¬ 144121 Soil Rake 80cmL  ............................. $24.95

Twigz Galvanised/Stainless Steel 
Complete Set

 

¬ 144124T 6pcs  ............................................... $94.95
This complete set of galvanised and stainless steel tools is 
developed for young gardeners. In the set is a rake, small shovel, 
3L watering can, 2L bucket, large shovel and a large rake.  Age: 
5+ yrs

 

The Twigz galvanised and stainless steel tools are 
developed for the young gardener. The small rake, 
small shovel, 3L watering can, 2L bucket, large shovel 
and a large rake will have you preparing your 
vegetable garden and growing the best fresh home 

grown veggies you have ever eaten.
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BUCKETS

Sand & Water Classroom Set  
¬ 149469 60pcs  ....................................................................................................................................  $259.95

This sand and water tool set contains everything needed for creating a fun sand and water play set, including shovels, scoops, rakes, 
hand rakes, sieves, buckets, watering cans, water wheels and sand moulds.  Age: 2+ yrs

Plasto Bucket with Spout  
u 130373 16.5cmH ........................................... $9.95

Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$9.00
Perfect for any sand & water play.  

Plasto Sieve  
130374 18cm  ................................................ $6.95
Suitable for Bucket with spout (code 130373).  

Plasto Transparent Bucket  
130375 Small 13.5cmH  ............................................................................................................................ $10.50
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each...............................................................................................................$9.50
130376 Large 17.5cmH  ............................................................................................................................ $12.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each.............................................................................................................$12.00
Transparent buckets are a great resource for a variety of activities and can also magnify things if you look through the bottom.  

Plasto Multi-Purpose Bucket  
130377 13.5cmH ........................................... $6.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$6.50
Perfect for sand & water play.  
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Baby Buckets  
130383 Set of 4  ........................................... $25.95
Reinforced structure and made of very strong and resistant 
plastic. Line design is clean and simple. Especially suitable for 
collective use. Size: 12 x 10cmH 

SPADES, SCOOPS & RAKES

Hape Hand Digger  
149153 Yellow  ..........................................................................................................................................  $4.95
149154 Blue  .............................................................................................................................................  $4.95
149155 Green  ..........................................................................................................................................  $4.95
149155T Set of 9  ......................................................................................................................................  $39.95
Part shovel, part scoop, this handy digger is designed to get the job done. Set includes 3 of each colour. Size: 12 x 20cm Age: 18+ mths

Baby Shovels  
130384 Set of 4  ............................................. $9.95
Unbreakable. High performance shovels perfect for use in the  
sand pit. Perfect for use in the sandpit. Size: 15cmH 

Haba Sand Water Trowel  
149182  ......................................................... $8.50
Habas Sand-Water-Trowel works perfectly with sand and water - 
dig a hole and then channel water down the trowel into the other 
side to fill the hole. Does the water sink into the sand? Get those 
inquisitive little minds thinking about early science concepts. 
Made of ABS plastic. Size:28cm Age: 18+ mths

Twigz Hand Tool Set  
144101 3 Tools  ............................................ $16.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each..................$16.00
This set of 3 hand tools have been specifically designed by Twigz 
for little hands, they are a durable one piece plastic tools made 
to function ergonomically for children in the garden. Size: 20cmL 
Age: 3+ yrs

Scoop  
130401 24cm  ................................................ $2.50
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$2.20
A bright strong plastic scoop. Colours may vary.  

BUCKETS

Twigz Bucket  
144106 Green 2 Litre  ................................................................................................................................. $10.95
144108 Blue 2 Litre  ................................................................................................................................... $10.95

¬ 144124 Galvanised Steel 2 Litre  ................................................................................................................ $10.95
144108T Set of 3  ......................................................................................................................................... $29.95
Twigz children’s buckets are of strong steel construction with a riveted swivel handle. The squat shape and large rim of the bucket make it 
easy for children to fill up and hard for children to tip over when placed on the ground. Size: 20cmDia x 13cmH 
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Dantoy Watering Can  
130439 21cmH .............................................. $9.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 5 or more - each....................$9.50
Plastic watering can with 2 handles for greater  control. Colours 
may vary.  

WATERING CANS & ACCESSORIES

Rake Large  
130464 41cm Long  ....................................... $3.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$3.60
  Age: 3+ yrs

Dantoy Sand Claw  
149133 19.5cm  ............................................. $1.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$1.80
Tough and strong capable of withstanding the rigors of children’s 
play. Perfect for sand play. Colours and designs may vary. Size: 
19.5cmL Age: 2+ yrs

Haba Watering Can  
149187  ....................................................... $22.50
Haba’s Watering Can comes with two interchangeable sprinkler or 
squirt spouts so children can choose whether they need a little bit 
or a lot of water for their sand creations or treasured gardens. The 
ribbed profile on the bottom will help keep the watering can in 
a forward position. Made of ABS plastic. Size: 10 x 26cmH Age: 
18+ mths

Twigz Watering Can  
144109 Green 1.5 Litre  ............................................................................................................................  $19.95
144110 Orange 1.5 Litre  ..........................................................................................................................  $19.95
144111 Blue 1.5 Litre  ..............................................................................................................................  $19.95
144111T Set of 3  .......................................................................................................................................  $55.95
Twigz watering cans come in three different colours, subject to availability. 1.5 Litre in volume and have two handles, one over the top of 
the body for carrying around the garden and the handle on the back of the body to tilt the water over the plants. Size: 13 x 28 x 22cmH 

¬ 144123 Galvanised Steel 3 Litre  .................. $22.95
  Age: 5+ yrs

Tuff Shovel  
130403 Medium 38.5cm  ............................... $6.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$6.50
 Size: 39cm Age: 2+ yrs

u 130404 Large 50cm  .................................... $10.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each................$10.00
These shovels are made from the highest quality plastic, are 
designed for years of use. Colours and designs may vary.  Age: 
3+ yrs

SPADES, SCOOPS & RAKES

Dantoy Small Spade  
130455 18cm  ................................................ $1.80
Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$1.60
Tough and strong capable of withstanding the rigors of children’s 
play. Colours and designs may vary. Size: 18cmL 
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Dantoy Deluxe Sand And Water 
Wheel

 

130438  ....................................................... $15.95
Wheel with a unique adjustment to control the flow of sand or 
water. Colours may vary. Size: 30cmH Age: 2+ yrs

WATERING CANS & ACCESSORIES

Classroom Water Play Set  
130398  ...................................................................................................................................................  $74.95
Fabulous pack of 27 fun water play tools that will encourage exploration of water. Jugs, boats, cups, water wheel and more. Great for use 
in wide range of activities. Size: 10 to 17cmH 

Funnels  
151003 Set of 3  ............................................. $3.95
Set of 3 funnels in varying sizes. Size: Large 11 x 11.5cmH 

Moluk Plui Rain Cloud  
u 131938  ....................................................... $19.95

The Rain Cloud beautifully illustrates the cycle of water and 
magically turns kids into little rain makers. This smart water play 
toy works like a pipette and makes simple physics tangible and 
fun. The Rain Cloud delights, surprises and becomes a favourite 
during play time. A hidden mechanism allows teacher to open the 
Rain Cloud for cleaning. Size: 9 x 7 x 8cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Plui Rain Ball  
131939  ....................................................... $19.95
Plui is a nice little creature who absolutely adores water play. This 
unique, yet simple rain ball for the bath or pool works there magic 
when you immerse them in water to fill them up, then lift your 
finger from the nozzle to let the water rain on out. Plui stimulates 
the senses and discovery of basic physical principles, as tiny 
hands (or big ones too) are in control of the downpour. Size: 8cm 
Dia Age: 3+ yrs

Giant Bulb Pipettes  
¬ 125101 230mm 6pk  .................................... $10.95

The use of a pipette is an ideal exercise to build fine motor skills 
(needed for cutting and writing). Develops hand-eye coordination 
and cognitive development. The child’s grip on the bulb of the 
pipette trains them in using the three fingers grip that is used 
to hold and control a pencil. Each giant pipette has a volume of 
approximately 45ml.  

Clear Acrylic Activity or Display Cube  
111489 30cm  ............................................................................................................................................ $84.95
This high quality acrylic cube is ideal for use in water play activities. At 30cm in height, width and depth and 4.5mm thickness with support 
corners glued in place, this durable item has the strength to cope with being filled with both liquids and a whole range of moulding or 
sensory materials. Please note: As sand is abrasive it will diminish the clarity of the acrylic as with any acrylic surface, but not weaken the 
product.  Age: 3+ yrs
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Hape Sand Mould  
116323 Pyramid  ............................................ $4.95
 Size: 14 x 14 x 8cmH 

116324 Colosseum  ........................................ $4.95
 Size: 16 x 19 x 7cmH 

SAND MOULDS

Sand Moulds  
116318 Shapes Assorted 16pk  .................... $10.95
Turn sand play time into learning time with these child-sized 
plastic sand moulds in eight common shapes. Press into clay or 
sand to recognise shapes and make simple patterns. Set of 16 
moulds (2 of each shape). Mesh storage bag included. Size: 1.8 
x 8.5cmH Age: 2+ yrs

Dantoy Sand Castle Moulds and 
Shovel

 

130420  ....................................................... $29.95
Create perfect sand castles with this handy set. Includes 4 castles 
and 2 scoops. Size: 19cmH 

EC Dough Cutters / Sand Moulds 
6pk

 

112419D Vegetables  ........................................ $6.50
 Size: 70-120mm 

112419E Fruit  .................................................. $6.50
 Size: 55-105mm 

SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Sand Driller  
129987 Green  ............................................. $15.95

Trowel  
130366 Mason’s 15cm Each  ...................................................................................................................... $3.50
130367 Regular 18cm Each  ...................................................................................................................... $3.50
130367T Set of 2 - 15cm & 18cm  ............................................................................................................... $5.95
Perfect for smaller hands and great for all types of sand play. Set of 2  

116325 Mayan Pyramid  ................................. $4.95
 Size: 18 x 18 x 8cmH 

116326 Parthenon  ......................................... $4.95
 Size: 13 x 15 x 9cmH 

116327 Taj Mahal  .......................................... $4.95
 Size: 17 x 17 x 13cmH 

116327T Set of 5  ........................................... $21.95

IDEAL FOR THE SANDPIT, DURABLE AND LONG-LASTING THESE STRUCTURES 
WILL OFFER HOURS OF ENJOYMENT.  

Sand Rollers  
¬ 132583 Set of 5  ........................................... $35.95

Set of five sand rollers each with an individual pattern. Colours 
may vary. Size: 15cmL Age: 18+ mths
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Tikk Tokk Round Activity Pond  
143100 Red  ................................................................................................ $39.95
143101 Stand Black  ................................................................................... $99.95

u 143101T Pond & Stand  ............................................................................... $129.95
Activity Ponds and stands are strong, durable and very sturdy, made with solid polypropylene with no 
sharp or dangerous edges. Significantly sized round format can accommodate simultaneous group 
play of up to six children. The height is perfect for either stand-and-play or seated-play around water 
or sand. Pond and Stand are 52cm tall from the floor and 72cm in diameter.  

Tikk Tokk Long Activity Pond  
143103 Red  ................................................................................................  $59.95
143104 Stand Black  .................................................................................  $124.95
143104T Pond & Stand  ...............................................................................  $169.95
Activity Ponds and stands are durable and very sturdy. This activity pond is 104 x 60cm and can 
therefore accommodate up to six children around its edges. The height is perfect for either stand-and-
play or seated-play at 53 from the ground.  Age: 3+ yrs

Clear Water & Activities Tray Set  
149462 40cm High  ...................................................................................  $409.95
149463 58cm High  ...................................................................................  $429.95
Great for water discovery!  Each set includes a strong plastic tray and lid, sturdy tubular stand with 
castors. Release valve for easy draining and lid with safety holes.  Tray and stand weighs 4.5kg, tray 
size 22 x 110 x 61cmH. Available in 2 heights; 40cm tray recommended for 1 - 3 years and 58cm tray 
for 4 - 5 years.  Not recommended for use with sand. Accessories not included.  

Sand & Water Tray  
149464 Blue 40cm High  ...........................................................................  $359.95
  Age: 12+ mths

149466 Blue 58cm High  ...........................................................................  $379.95
Includes stand, coloured tray, lid, instructions and tools for assembly. Accessories not included.  Age: 
4+ yrs

Tuff Activity Tray & Stand  
132538 Tray Only  ..................................................................................................................................... $69.95
132539 Adjustable Stand Only  ................................................................................................................ $139.95

132539T Complete Set  ................................ $199.95
Ideal for messy play indoor or outdoor with sand and water, 
creating small 3D worlds, exploring natural materials and much 
more. Depth of tray safely contains messy activities. Tuff Spot 
Tray features, an easy carry handle, a pouring lip, it is made 
from tough, durable plastic, designed in an octagonal shape for 
easy access and encourages group play. Made from recycled 
materials. Comes with a sturdy metal stand with adjustable height 
of 450mm, 550mm or 650mm. Age: 12+ mths. Size:94cmDia 

Sand  & Water Play Trays
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SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Bamboo Channel Construction & Water Play  
u 116322 40pcs  ..........................................................................................  $109.95

Set of natural bamboo channels for sand and water play or construction. As bamboo is a natural 
material, it will weather and change colour with time, this will not effect the use of the product. 
Measurements vary, smallest piece measures 10L x 5cmDia, largest measures 40L x 8cmDia.  

u 116314 Large 18pcs  .................................................................................  $84.95
Large Natural Bamboo pieces for sand and water play, construction, outdoor play and more. 18 pieces 
of approx. 80cm, 60cm and 40cm in length. As bamboo is a natural product, it will weather and change 
colour with time.  

Haba Bricklayer Set  
u 149180  ...................................................................................................................................................  $14.95

Make sand bricks and build a sturdy sand wall with Haba’s Brick Mould set! Includes one brick mould and one mason’s trowel. Made of 
durable Polypropylene plastic. Brick mould size 13 x 13 x 7cmH. Trowel is 20 cm long.  Age: 18+ mths

Haba Spilling Funnel XXL  
149183  ....................................................... $19.95
One of Haba’s best selling items, the Spilling Funnel cleverly 
combines water and dry soft sand to create sand structures like 
no other. Made of ABS plastic. Size: 28cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Haba Large Sand Bakery  
149186  ..................................................................................................................................................... $39.95
Practice those oh-so-important social skills in the sandpit with Haba’s Large Sand Bakery. Put together a beautiful morning tea and invite 
your friends to share. Includes one cake server, one pie shape, three candy moulds, one cream mould, one cupcake mould, and one serving 
tray. Made of durable polypropylene plastic. Size: 20cm cake plate Age: 3+ yrs
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Haba Hand Sand Mill  
149190  ....................................................... $19.95
This versatile mill works with sand or water for twice the fun – 
simply pour in sand or water and watch the mill spin. A great 
addition to any sandpit collection. Made of ABS plastic. Size: 25cm 
Age: 3+ yrs

SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Haba Sand Water Trowel  
149182  ......................................................... $8.50
Habas Sand-Water-Trowel works perfectly with sand and water - 
dig a hole and then channel water down the trowel into the other 
side to fill the hole. Does the water sink into the sand? Get those 
inquisitive little minds thinking about early science concepts. 
Made of ABS plastic. Size: 28cm Age: 18+ mths

Haba Sieve Roller  
149177  .....................................................................................................  $36.95
Change up sand pit play with the Sieve Roller from HABA! This awesome sand toy leaves different 
patterns in the sand as it rolls. Double the fun with the sieve! Easy clutch handle. Made of durable 
Polypropylene plastic, wheels made of phthalate-free PVC. Size: 22 x 14 x 15cmH Age: 18+ mths

Haba Sand Drill  
149175  ....................................................... $13.95
Dig it! Haba’s Baudino Sand Drill is a quick, fun way to dig out 
holes on the beach or in the sand pit! The handle makes it easier 
for little hands to turn and the opening at the bottom of the 
drill removes sand and pushes it up and out! Made of durable 
Polypropylene plastic. Size: 25cmL Age: 18+ mths

Haba Mason’s Trowel  
149176  ......................................................... $6.50
Build up the fun with the Mason’s Trowel from HABA! This handy 
tool will help to make any sand creation toddlers and pre-schoolers 
dream up! Use its pointed tip to scoop up and transport sand, flat 
surface to pat down the walls of your structure, and saw-toothed 
edge to cut through the sand when you want to remodel! Made of 
durable Polypropylene plastic. Size: 20cmL Age: 18+ mths

Haba Caterpillar Digger  
149181  ....................................................... $17.95
Dig, fill, flatten. Repeat. Haba’s Caterpillar Digger offers children 
a versatile sand tool that fosters gross motor skills and will have 
them digging, filling and smoothing for hours. Made of durable 
ABS plastic. Size: 30cm Age: 18+ mths

Haba Watering Can  
149187  ....................................................... $22.50
Haba’s Watering Can comes with two interchangeable sprinkler or 
squirt spouts so children can choose whether they need a little bit 
or a lot of water for their sand creations or treasured gardens. The 
ribbed profile on the bottom will help keep the watering can in 
a forward position. Made of ABS plastic. Size: 10 x 26cmH Age: 
18+ mths

Haba Shovel Excavator  
149179  .....................................................................................................  $36.95
Creating roads and moving sand is easy with Haba’s Shovel Excavator! This sand shovel stays wide 
open thanks to the simple locking mechanism! Easy clutch handle. Made of durable Polypropylene 
plastic, wheels made of phthalate-free PVC. Size: 24 x 13 x 15cmH Age: 18+ mths
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Billy Kidz Wheelbarrow  
u 135548  ..................................................... $159.95

This robust wheelbarrow is built to withstand the rigours of 
everyday use. The sturdy steel frame, combined with long lasting, 
heavy duty rubber wheels enable hours of enjoyment. This 
particular wheelbarrow is very functional and durable for children 
to use in their garden. Size: 90 x 35 x 54cmH Age: 3+ yrs

SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Twigz Wheelbarrow  
144112  ....................................................... $79.95
Galvanised steel tray with powder coated legs, timber sub frame 
and hard plastic wheels. Twigz wheel barrows are the first two 
wheeled wheel barrows on the market. Size: 76 x 41 x 31cmH 

Polesie  
¬ 132584 Tugboat  ............................................ $3.50

 Size: 17 x 11 x 9cmH Age: 12+ mths

Polesie was established in 1998 and 
is well known through out Europe to 
manufacture high quality, hygienic, safe 
and heartwarming toys and games. They 
are a leading and widely recognized 
manufacturer and exporter of plastic 
toys and games that bring knowledge 
and entertainment to children of all age 
groups.

Polesie  
¬ 132585 Boat Breeze  ...................................... $3.50

 Size: 17 x 11 x 9cmH Age: 12+ mths

MiniMobil Assorted Vehicles  
110699 32pcs  ........................................... $119.95
Made using flexible but robust plastic in bright colours, with 
non-removable safety wheels. They are presented in a reusable 
convenient container. Approximately 12cm each.  

Transport Special Set  
110697 22pcs  ............................................. $89.95
A 22-piece set of colourful, strong, durable, plastic vehicles. High 
quality for use indoor or outdoors. Sizes range from 8.5 to 18cm.  

Polesie  
¬ 132586 Boat Cyclone ..................................... $3.50

 Size: 17 x 11 x 7cmH Age: 12+ mths

Polesie Boats  
¬ 132586T Set of 3  ............................................. $9.95

With the Polesie boat range embark on a cruise across the 
bathtub. Navigate the wading pool. Even splash around in the 
occasional mud puddle. There’s no end to the fun young sailors 
can have.  Age: 12+ mths

Polesie 
Boats

Deluxe Sand Digger  
¬ 130184  ..................................................... $179.95

This super sturdy Heavy Duty Digger is a fantastic addition to the 
sandbox! Works just like a backhoe and excavates with ease. 
Made from heavy duty steel with a durable powder coating. 
Seat measures 42cm from ground level and scoop extends to 
approximately 1 metre. Features: Rubber grip handles, Swivel 
seat, Robust moveable joints, 4 support legs for extra stability . 
Size: 107 x 42 x 36cmH Age: 3+ yrs
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SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Toy Dump Truck  
130192 32 x 22 x 20cmH  ............................ $42.95

Toy Loader  
130193 57 x 22 x 17cmH  ............................ $42.95

Dump Truck & Front End Loader  
130193T Set of 2  ........................................... $79.95
Great for outdoor or indoor play. This set of Toy Dump Truck and 
Loader will encourage imaginative role play.  Age: 3+ yrs

Big-Maxi Digger  
¬ 130180  ..................................................... $109.95

 Size: 78 x 32 x 35cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Big-Maxi Truck  
¬ 130181  ....................................................... $99.95

 Size: 45 x 32 x 28cmH Age: 2+ yrs

Big-Maxi Construction Vehicles  
¬ 130181T Set of 2  ......................................... $199.95

Little construction workers will love the BIG Maxi Truck and the 
BIG Maxi Digger. A variety of different materials such as sand or 
building stone can be excavated, loaded and transported using 
these 2 BIG Maxi work trucks.  

Construction Vehicles  
¬130193U Set of 6  ....................................................................................................................................................  $419.95

Little construction workers from three years and above will love this set of 6 construction vehicles. Including BIG Maxi, BIG Maxi Digger, Toy Dump Truck, 
Toy Loader, Tonka Classic Loader and Tonka Classic Mighty Dump Truck. When the job gets tough, you need the biggest, mightiest, toughest trucks you 
can find. Young engineers are sure to have hours of fun with these authentic-looking trucks. Indoors or out, these trucks gets the job done!  Age: 3+ yrs

Tonka Classic Front Loader  
¬ 130182  ....................................................... $89.95

 Size: 51 x 21 x 24cmH 

Tonka Classic Mighty Dump Truck  
¬ 130183  ....................................................... $79.95

 Size: 49 x 28 x 30cmH 

Tonka Classic Construction 
Vehicles

 

¬ 130183T Set of 2  ......................................... $159.95
Set of 2 Classic Tonka Steel Vehicles includes 2 of the all time 
favorites with the Front Loader and Dump Truck. These Classic 
Mighty Tonka Trucks with sturdy steel construction are built for the 
toughest jobs.  Age: 3+ yrs
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SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Dinosaurs Assorted  
135429 12pk  ..............................................................................................  $64.95
Build your own Jurassic Park with the amazing Dinosaurs. Each pack contains 12 different variations 
of Dinosaurs from the Brontosaurus to the BIG T-REX and even Stegosaurus. Average dinosaur size is 
11 x 30 x 13cmH.  

Farm Animals Collection  

133652 31pcs  ..........................................................................................  $129.95
These solid realistic animals are tough enough for blocks, sand, water and mud! This farm set contains 
31 animals. All pieces are solid plastic. Contents may vary and is subject to availability. Size: Brown 
Horse 11cmH.  

Zoo Animal Collection  
133655 29pcs  ..........................................................................................  $129.95
Go wild at the zoo with this large collection of zoo animals. These solid realistic animals are tough 
enough for blocks, sand, water and mud! This Zoo set contains 29 animals. Made of tough, solid plastic. 
Contents may vary and is subject to availability. Size: Large Elephant 14 x 9cmH.  

Ocean Creatures Collection  
133656 24pcs  .........................................................................................  $119.95
Set includes 16 ocean creatures. All replicas are made of tough, solid plastic with a textured finish. 
Contents may vary and is subject to availability. Size: Seal 16cmL.  

Jumbo Marine Life Collection  
u133653 8pcs  ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $92.95

These super-sized sea creatures are life-like in size and detail. Made from tough, solid plastic and perfect for water play. Contents may vary and is subject to availability. Size: Prawn 23cmL.  Age: 3+ yrs
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Jumbo Animal Collection  
133671 Lion Jumbo  ..................................... $49.95
 Size: 45 x 23cmH Age: 3+ yrs

133672 Giraffe Jumbo  ................................. $49.95
 Size: 36cmH Age: 3+ yrs

SAND & WATER PLAY ACCESSORIES

Jumbo Dinosaur Collection  
133676 Triceratops Jumbo  .......................... $49.95
 Size: 33 x 17cmH Age: 3+ yrs

133677 Stegosaurus Jumbo  ........................ $49.95
 Size: 40 x 16cmH 

Clear Exploration & Water Play 
Tray

 

133962  ....................................................... $39.95
A clear tray great for play and observation. Features measurements 
along the top for quick reference. Size: 70 x 48 x 17cmH 

Timber Sand Play Tray with Clear 
Base

 

149468  ..................................................... $159.95
Sand tray with clear acrylic base. Ideal size for sand play. Useful 
also as a play tray using coloured cardboard/fabrics underneath 
to create different themes. This multipurpose tray has a solid Pine 
frame and easy to carry side handles. Accessories not included. 
Size: 50 x 60 x 10cmH 

Clear Acrylic Activity or Display 
Cube

 

111489 30cm  .............................................. $84.95
This high quality acrylic cube is ideal for use in water play activities. 
At 30cm in height, width and depth and 4.5mm thickness with 
support corners glued in place, this durable item has the strength 
to cope with being filled with both liquids and a whole range of 
moulding or sensory materials. Please note: As sand is abrasive it 
will diminish the clarity of the acrylic as with any acrylic surface, 
but not weaken the product.  Age: 3+ yrs

133673 Elephant Jumbo  .............................. $49.95
 Size: 30cmH 

133674 Tiger Jumbo  ................................... $49.95
 Size: 38 x 17cmH Age: 3+ yrs

133675 Tortoise Jumbo  ............................... $49.95
 Size: 29 x 12cmH Age: 3+ yrs

133675T Set of 5  ......................................... $229.95
Go wild with our giant animal collection and turn your playground 
into untamed worlds or savannah lands! This collection of super-
sized, finely detailed animals are made from solid plastic - perfect 
for outdoors. Size: 29 - 45cm Age: 3+ yrs

133678 Brachiosaurus Jumbo  ..................... $49.95
 Size: 38 x 34cmH 

133679 Dimetrodon Jumbo  ......................... $49.95
 Size: 43 x 20cmH 

133680 Tyrannosaurus Rex Jumbo  .............. $49.95
 Size: 29 x 31cmH Age: 3+ yrs

133680T Set of 5  ......................................... $229.95
These creatures look like they just walked out of the Jurassic 
period. Extremely solid plastic to withstand play in the classroom 
and outdoors. Size: 33cm - 43cm Age: 3+ yrs
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Merbau & Hardwood Outdoor  
158979 Sandpit Workbench  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. $379.95
Ideal for promoting sand play, the slatted design is completely functional, so sand stays where it should. Easily folds for storage. Made from solid Vic Ash hardwood and Merbau. Periodic oiling will keep this unit 
in top shape for many years. Size: 140 x 46 x 69cmH 

MUD KITCHENS

The Mud Kitchen set of 2 is perfect for messy sensory play. Children learn best when they are 
outdoors and are connected with their natural environment. The Mud Kitchen provides children 
with fun, natural and creative outlet to explore, learn and work together in a natural environment. 
The Mud Kitchen can be used with sand, dirt, water, plants, cooking utensils and of course mud. 
This is no ordinary piece of equipment, this has been designed to be large enough for children 
of all ages or multiple children to play at the same time. This beautiful item is constructed with 
solid hardwoods Vic Ash and Merbau, the frame being Vic Ash and the slats being Merbau. The 
sink is stainless steal and includes the option to have a real working water pump. Our heavy duty 
construction ensure many years of play, whilst our beautiful design will make this the centre piece 

of any outdoor play area.

Merbau & Hardwood Outdoor  
¬158966 Mud Kitchen with Pump  ................ $799.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 64cmH 
¬158967 Mud Prep Station  .......................... $699.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 64cmH 
¬158967T Mud Kitchen Complete Set - 2 pcs  $1,399.95

 Size: 55 x 120 x 64cmH 
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Aussie Play Water Play Board  
¬146281  ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  $799.95

 Size:120 x 50 x 80cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Bubble Mix, Wands and Pots Set  
139560U 23pce  ............................................. $64.95
This set includes everything you need for the children to blow 
bubbles. Set includes: 2 bottles x 1 litre bubble mix. Class set of 
16 bubble wands - 4 shapes. 1 x Water Pots Set of 5 Assorted 
Colours.  

Bubble Wands  
132995 20 x 5cmW Set of 4  .......................... $8.50
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each....................$8.00
Bubble Wands come in a set of 4 shapes, Pentasphere, Treestar, 
Cloverloop and Heartface. Designed for children’s hands, these 
wands are 20cm long and are 4.5-5cm wide. They are made from 
non-toxic plastic and are flexible with no sharp edges.  

Bubble Mix Budget  
u 135466 1 Litre  ............................................... $8.95

Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each....................$8.25

To nurture a childs love for water we believe it is important for 
them to play with it and learn about it. What better way to play 
than to have a great time pumping water using the included water 
pump and watching the water flow down the channels that the 
child has placed themselves. Using special hooks that lock into the 
wall the kids can then place the water channels strategically in 
the hooks to try and get the water back into the bucket without 
wasting any water. With the included pump the kids can learn how 
to minimize water wastage. The board and hooks are made from 
HDPE and the stand from aluminium creating a 100% waterproof 
rust proof product that will last years of play. Bucket not included.
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Clear Acrylic Activity or Display 
Cube

 

111489 30cm  .............................................. $84.95
This high quality acrylic cube is ideal for use in water play activities. 
At 30cm in height, width and depth and 4.5mm thickness with 
support corners glued in place, this durable item has the strength 
to cope with being filled with both liquids and a whole range of 
moulding or sensory materials. Please note: As sand is abrasive it 
will diminish the clarity of the acrylic as with any acrylic surface, 
but not weaken the product.  Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Creative Open Play Set
In a time where everything is getting more virtual, MOLUK toys are totally manual, toys that get children to move and explore, 
toys that stimulate their senses and minds. There are no ON and OFF switches, batteries or complicated instructions – MOLUK 
toys are powered simply by a child’s imagination.

+ a
dd on

Moluk Creative Open Play Set  
¬131965T 20pcs  ........................................... $199.95

MOLUK products invite interaction, they are innovative and 
versatile open-ended toys that can be used in or out of water. 
This bumper set contains a Plui Rain Cloud & Rain Ball, Plui Brush 
Cloudy & Sunny, Six Mini Bilibos, Mox, Oogi Family Set, Oogi 
Bongo, Oogi Pilla and Nello.

Moluk Creative Open Play Set 
with Activity Cube

 

¬131965U 21pcs  ........................................... $279.95
This bumper set contains a Plui Rain Cloud & Rain Ball, Plui Brush 
Cloudy & Sunny, Six Mini Bilibo's, Mox, Oogi Family Set, Oogi 
Bongo, Oogi Pilla and Nello. Included in this set is the 30cm Clear 
Acrylic Activity Cube.
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Moluk Plui Rain Cloud  
u 131938  ....................................................... $19.95

The Rain Cloud beautifully illustrates the cycle of water and 
magically turns kids into little rain makers. This smart water play 
toy works like a pipette and makes simple physics tangible and 
fun. The Rain Cloud delights, surprises and becomes a favourite 
during play time. A hidden mechanism allows teacher to open the 
Rain Cloud for cleaning. Size: 9 x 7 x 8cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Plui Rain Ball  
131939  ....................................................... $19.95
Plui is a nice little creature who absolutely adores water play. This 
unique, yet simple rain ball for the bath or pool works there magic 
when you immerse them in water to fill them up, then lift your 
finger from the nozzle to let the water rain on out. Plui stimulates 
the senses and discovery of basic physical principles, as tiny 
hands (or big ones too) are in control of the downpour. Size: 8cm 
Dia Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Mini Bilibo  
¬ 131936 6pcs  ............................................... $25.95

These colourful Mini Bilibos are durable and wonderfully versatile 
play objects that can be stacked and nested. They act as floating 
ducks, sand shovels, lolly bowls, spinning tops, racing cars or 
scoops for snowballs… The only limit is your imagination. A 
fantastic fine motor and imaginative play tool.  

Moluk Mox  
¬ 131944  ......................................................... $9.95

Mox is a ball with a big mouth. Mox eats marbles, coins, and other 
things that rumble nicely in it’s stomach. Mox also enjoys rolling, 
being thrown and caught or even juggled. Unlike any other ball, 
Mox has the ability to balance and form towers together with other 
Mox balls.  Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Oogi Family Set  
¬ 131927  ....................................................... $49.95

Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber. Oogi is an 
irresistibly tactile and wonderfully expressive new figure toy. With 
suction cup head, hands and feet, and long stretchy arms, it 
connects to any smooth surface. Oogi’s happily live on a Bilibo but 
they have also been spotted playing in the bathtub, on fridges or 
mirrors. Oogi’s are very social beings, they love to touch, embrace, 
form chains and do crazy acrobatic tricks. Their favourite hobbies 
are Oogi Yoga, extreme climbing or darting onto windows and 
other targets. Oogis are at home in any genre from cliffhanger 
to slapstick comedy and suitable for all ages. Oogi Bongo’s are 
safe, durable and easy to clean as they are dishwasher safe.  Age: 
3+ yrs

Moluk Oogi Bongo  
¬ 131925  ....................................................... $16.95

Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber. The tactile, 
elastic material and different suction cup sizes invite kids to 
experiment and play using their imagination and all their senses.  
Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Nello  
¬ 131932  ....................................................... $19.95

Nello is a magic object, versatile and open-ended toy that quickly 
becomes an indispensable accessory for countless play activities, 
indoors and outdoors. It is a colour puzzle, a nesting toy, a marble 
run, a floating island in the bath or a sand toy at the beach. You 
can roll, spin and swing the rings, throw and catch them. Use them 
as targets for games like tiddlywinks or as beautiful props for role 
and pretend play.  Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Plui Brush Cloudy  
¬ 131964  ....................................................... $14.95

Plui Cloudy are sensory toys made to tickle the imagination and 
senses. They beautifully complement the Pluï Rain Cloud during 
water play time and add fun and charm to the otherwise dull task 
of cleaning. These playful brushes become versatile props in role 
and pretend play and reveal new sides and surprising possibilities 
in combination with the Oogi, Nello and Mox range.  Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Plui Brush Sunny  
¬ 131965  ....................................................... $14.95

Plui Sunny are sensory toys made to tickle the imagination and 
senses. They beautifully complement the Pluï Rain Cloud during 
water play time and add fun and charm to the otherwise dull task 
of cleaning. These playful brushes become versatile props in role 
and pretend play and reveal new sides and surprising possibilities 
in combination with the Oogi, Nello and Mox range.  Age: 3+ yrs

Moluk Oogi Pilla  
¬ 131931  ....................................................... $16.95

Made from high-quality, food-grade silicone rubber. The tactile, 
elastic material and different suction cup sizes invite kids to 
experiment and play using their imagination and all their senses.  
Age: 3+ yrs

+ a
dd on
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2

Basketball Size 6  
139811 Orange  ........................................... $16.95
Durable 3 ply rubber basketball with excellent grip for better 
handling. Vibrant colours. Nylon wound with a 100% butyl bladder. 
A size 6 basketball when inflated ranges from 70 - 74cm in 
circumference.  

Hero Football  
139820  ......................................................... $9.95
Brightly coloured inflatable rubber PVC ball with a soft feel. Colour 
subject to availability. Size: 25cm 

Super Soft Ball  
139821 Set of 4  ........................................... $35.95
Inflatable sponge rubber super soft balls. Soft, pliant ‘grab’ feel for 
young hands. Great bounce characteristics. Set includes soccer 
ball, netball, basketball and playball. Inflate to optimum PSI of 0.1. 
Size:20cm 

Spike Ball  
139815 10cm  ................................................ $6.95
139814 15cm  ................................................ $8.50
139816 20cm  ................................................ $9.95
These quality sensory spike balls offer endless play and therapy 
opportunities, whilst also developing gross motor skills.  

Easy Catch Ball  
139818  ....................................................... $17.95
This style of ball makes learning to catch so much easier. The 
ball doesn’t bounce out of the hand and small fingers can grip 
it easily. The colourful nature of the ball also makes it simpler to 
track through the air. Size:16cm 

Pyramid Ball Soft  
139827 Blue 16cmH  .................................... $14.95
139828 Green 16cmH  ................................. $14.95
Improves hand/eye coordination due to erratic bounce. Invokes 
reaction to improve catching skills. Inflatable, pliant rubber. 
Pyramid shape.  

Football  
139810 Red  ................................................. $21.95
Ideal for younger children. This is a soft, yet tough colourful 
ball that can be kicked, thrown and caught without the fear of 
“stinging”.  Stitched ball with soft feel foam rubber coating with a 
strongly textured grip. Inflatable. Size: 260mmL 

Soccer Ball  
139812 Green  ............................................. $16.95
Tough enough for use on any surface. Durable moulded rubber 
soccer ball with a butyl bladder for excellent air retention. Size 4 
soccer balls are approx. 22cm diameter.  

Hero Basketball  
139819  ......................................................... $9.95
Brightly coloured inflatable rubber PVC ball with a soft feel. Colour: 
Fluoro Orange Size: 23cm 

Playground Ball  
139823 Blue  ................................................ $11.95
139824 Red  ................................................. $11.95
Textured two-ply rubber ball ideal for the playground. Vibrant 
colours. Low inflation. Size: 15cmDia 

Reaction Ball Hard Quick Large  
139826 10cm  ................................................ $8.50
Irregular bounce is perfect for improving reaction time, agility, foot 
speed and hand/eye co-ordination. The six sided ball will bounce 
with speed in any direction after it hits the ground. Best used on 
a firm surface.  

Balloon Ball Cover  
116708 Red Poppy Dot  ................................ $15.95
116709 Blueberry Spot  ................................ $15.95
116710 Red Poppy & Blueberry Spots .......... $15.95
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Hero Soccer Ball  
139825  ......................................................... $9.95
Brightly coloured inflatable rubber PVC ball with a soft feel. Size: 
23cm 

6

Jelly Spike Ball  
139813 Blue  .................................................. $9.95
Inflatable spike ball with a soft gel feel. Semi-transparent so you 
can almost see through them. Size: 20cmDia 

10

Rainbow Pom Pom Ball  
139822 Small  ................................................ $6.50
Made from latex-free rubber fibres, this is a lively and fun ball 
with a great feel. Ideal for beginners learning to throw and catch 
or tossing and juggling on the knee or foot. Wonderful tactile 
stimulation for little ones. Size:7.5cm 

15

Jumping Ball  
139888  ....................................................... $25.95
This inflatable bouncy ball helps develop leg muscles, core stability 
and proprioception, as well as improve balance & coordination 
while the child is having fun!  It has two handles & a plug seal. 
Size: 45cmH Age: 2+ yrs
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Balls

116711 Rainbow Spot  ................................. $15.95
116711T Set of 4  ........................................... $59.95
Kick ‘em, throw ‘em, and you can even bounce them! Just one 
balloon, and one balloon cover ensures hours of endless play. 
Size: 30cm 

& Pump
Balls

Hart Sport Ball Set  

139830U with 16 Assorted Balls & Pump ........$209.95
Ball Set includes 1 each of: Football - Red, Basketball Size 6 - 
Orange, Soccer Ball - Green, Easy Catch Ball, Hero Basketball, 
Hero Football, Playground Ball - Red, Playground Ball - Blue, Hero 
Soccer Ball, Reaction Ball Hard - Large 10cm, Pyramid Ball Soft - 
Blue, Pyramid Ball Soft - Green, Jelly Spike Ball, Spike Ball - 10cm, 
Spike Ball - 15cm, Spike Ball - 20cm, Stirrup Pump With Gauge 
and a Set of 6 Inflating Needles - Thick.
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Every centre needs them. Enless amounts of 
fun + is a great way for kids to learn about 
team work + shared play. To avoid unnecessary 
freight charges all balls are supplied deflated.

Pump  
139836 Stirrup with Gauge  .......................... $34.95
Robust construction. Heavy duty hand pump with air pressure 
tank, air reservoir, spring clip valve lock & fold-down foot plate. 
53cm reinforced hose. Thick Inflating Needles (code 139838) are 
sold separately. Size: 55cmH 

139837 Slimline Double Action Pump  .......... $10.95
Stylish, slimline double action pump with angled head. Expels air 
when pushing and pulling the air canister. Size: 32cmH 

Ball Mesh Bag Set  
139832T with 16 Assorted Balls & Pump  ..... $229.95

Inflating  Needles  
139838 Thick Set of 6  ................................... $3.65
Suitable for compressors and stirrup pumps.  

139839 Thin Set of 6  ..................................... $3.65
Suitable for hand pumps.  

Need a ball pump?  
We have you covered!

Ball Storage Solutions 60cm

60cm

62cm

LOCKABLE 
CASTORS

FEATURES TOGGLE 
CLOSURE

REINFORCED VINYL & 
MESH BAG WITH  
SHOULDER STRAP

LIGHTWEIGHT 
PVC COATED 
MESH CAGE

90cm

80cm

139830 Storage Cage Only.......................... $129.95
Lightweight PVC coated mesh cage can store approx. 14 x size 5 
or 12 x size 7 round balls. Open mesh allows for easy identification 
of stored items. Moves easily on four castors and hinged opening 
lid is lockable. Comes in flat pack kit but is easily assembled.

All Ball Sets inlude: 16 assorted balls: Red Football, 
Orange Basketball, Green Soccer Ball, Easy 
Catch Ball, Hero Basketball, Hero Football, 
Hero Soccer Ball, Blue Playground Ball, Red 
Playground Ball, Large Reaction Ball, Blue Soft 
Pyramid Ball, Green Soft Pyramid Ball, Jelly Spike 
Ball, 3 x Spike Balls (one each size). Also contains 
a Stirrup Pump with Gauge and 6 Thick Inflating 
Needles. Balls are subject to availability and 

could be substituted with an equivalent.

All Ball Sets inlude: 16 assorted balls: Red 
Football, Orange Basketball, Green Soccer 
Ball, Easy Catch Ball, Hero Basketball, Hero 
Football, Hero Soccer Ball, Blue Playground 
Ball, Red Playground Ball, Large Reaction Ball, 
Blue Soft Pyramid Ball, Green Soft Pyramid 
Ball, Jelly Spike Ball, 3 x Spike Balls (one each 
size). Also contains a Stirrup Pump with Gauge 
and 6 Thick Inflating Needles. Balls are subject 
to availability and could be substituted with 

an equivalent.

Ball Storage Cage Set  
139830T with 16 Assorted Balls & Pump  ..... $329.95

 
139832 Super Mesh Carry Bag Only  ............ $29.95
Reinforced vinyl and mesh bag with comfortable shoulder strap for 
easy carrying or hanging. Features toggle closure. Holds approx. 
12 x size 5 balls. Size: 80 x 90cm 
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Fly Bean Bags With Scarves  
113607 6pk  ................................................. $17.95
Fling these bean bags onto targets and watch them fly through the 
air. Each of the 6 bright and colourful bean bags feature a flowing 
scarf. Size: 28cmL Age: 3+ yrs

THROWING GAMES

Launching Board with 2 Bean Bags  
134681  ..................................................................................................................................................  $34.95
Strengthen development of key gross motor skills such as catching and balance with this uniquely designed launching board. Includes 
2 bean bags (12 x 12cm). Young children can practise catching. Simply place a foot on the board to project the bean bag into the air to 
catch. Size: Board 71cmL Age: 3+ yrs

Bean Bag Balls  
139887 Set of 6  ........................................... $27.95
Soft leather feel. Lightweight and easy to throw and catch. Bean 
bags are filled with plastic pellets which are phthalate compliant. 
Set of 6 rainbow colours. Size: 8cmDia 

Bean Bags  
113627 Colour 6pcs  .................................... $15.95
Great for identification of colours and counting. Excellent for 
increasing motor skills. 6 different colour bean bags. Size: 12cm 
x 12cm 

113628 Number 10pcs  ................................ $22.95
Each of the 10 bean bags are a different colour with both the 
number, written word, and pictorial dots printed on them. Size: 
12cm x 12cm 

Large Bean Bag  
u 131702 16 x 16cm  ........................................ $5.50

Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$5.00
Quality Bean Bags made from rip-stop nylon in bright assorted 
colours and filled with plastic beading. Weighs 250 grams.  Age: 
2+ yrs

113629 Shape 12pcs  .................................. $32.95
Bright and colourful bean bags representing 4 shapes - circle, 
rectangle, square and triangle. Contains 3 of each shapes. Size: 
12 to 17cm 

Bean Bag Set  
139886 Alphabet  ......................................... $49.95
Colourful soft feel vinyl with overlock stitching for added durability. 
Wipes clean. Added educational value with upper & lower 
case letters. Bean bags are filled with plastic pellets which are 
phthalate compliant. Each set includes 26 bean bag marked A-Z. 
Size: 12 x 12cm 
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THROWING GAMES

Billy Kidz Basketball Ring and Stand  
¬ 135561  ..................................................................................................... $169.95

The Basketball Set is perfect for the budding athlete! Encourage them to jump high, stand tall, and 
shoot the ball!  Adjustable height to grow with your child, Easy-to-assemble 2-piece rim for secure play, 
Automatic ball return. Develops social and motor skills and coordination. Ring height adjusts between 
1.3 - 1.85m  Age: 2+ yrs

Return Thrower Net  
139899 Large  .......................................................................................... $149.95
The different angles of the net can be used for pitching or throwing practice. Use the rebound net for 
launching ground balls and fly balls for fielding practice.  The net comes with a target zone that can be 
repositioned anywhere on the net. Sturdy frame construction with a reinforced nylon net for a faster 
return. Size: 105 x 145cmH 

Partner Parachute  
139898 6pcs  ............................................................................................................................................. $51.95
This parachute is made up of 6 different coloured pieces that can be used individually or velcro together to make one large parachute. A 
handle on each corner makes it easy to use and is ideal for one on one interaction. Each piece is 107cm x 75cm  

Parachute  
131640 6 Handles 1.8m  ........................................................................................................................... $39.95

Skipping Rope  
u 139851 Orange Handle 1.8m  ......................... $5.50

139852 Green Handle 2.4m  ........................... $6.50
Quality rubberised PVC rope with tough, colour coded plastic 
handles. Colour may change on availability.  

HOOPS & SKIPPING ROPES

131641 24 Handles 3.6m  .........................................................................................................................  $89.95
113609 18 Handles 6m Rainbow  ............................................................................................................ $164.95
Vibrant, super-tough parachutes to encourage cooperative play. By lifting the parachute up and down children use shoulder, arm and 
hand, muscles, and develop a sense of rhythm. Material is a strong lightweight nylon and all have easy-grip reinforced handles. Stores in 
a convenient drawstring bag.  Age: 3+ yrs

Hollow Hoop  
139845 50cm Green  ...................................... $8.95

u 139846 60cm Blue  ........................................ $9.50
139847 75cm Red  ......................................... $9.95
Great for all types of games and activities. Ultra strong 19mm 
HDPE piping. Colours will change subject to availability.  
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Hardwood Rope Quoits Classic 
Game

 

143251  ....................................................... $72.95
Crafted from environmentally sustainable hardwood, the solid 
30mm thick block and peg is beautifully finished and guaranteed 
to not tip over. You won’t find a better quality traditional quoits set 
at this price anywhere else.  

THROWING GAMES

Hardwood Hoopla 5 Peg Rope 
Tossing Game

 

143252  ....................................................... $36.95
Hoopla quoits is a simple yet fun traditional throwing game for 
young and old.    This version of quoits played on a cross with 5 
pegs has origins as a Victorian parlour game.  It’s a bit easier than 
the classic one peg game, but will inevitably provide children (and 
adults alike) with a lot of laughs. It is also an excellent way to get 
your kids counting and adding in fives! Hoopla Quoits is crafted 
from environmentally sustainable hardwood and comes with four 
natural rope quoits.  Dimensions are 45cm square and pegs are 
18cm high.  

Amusing 10 Can Toss  
143182  ....................................................... $59.95
Made from high density foam, this set consists of 10 cans and 6 
balls. Size: 8 Dia x 10cmH 

Hardwood Skittles Bowling Game  
143253  ....................................................... $84.95
Each skittle is 23cmH.  

Hardwood Hookey Game  
143254  ....................................................... $49.95
Crafted from environmentally sustainable hardwood, the solid 
20mm thick hookey board is beautifully finished. With a 300mm 
diameter it is official hookey size. Each set comes with thirteen 
hooks and six brightly coloured silicon based rings. Size: 30cm 

Hardwood Classic Game  
143254T Set of 4  ......................................... $219.95
Hardwood Classic Game Set of 4 contains Rope Quoits, Hoopla 5 
Peg Rope Tossing, Skittles Bowling and Hookey Games.  

Golf Foam Set  
143189  ....................................................... $54.95
High Density Rubber Foam Sports Play. Set consists of 3 Golf 
Clubs, 4 Balls, 2 Tees and 1 Golf Hole. Size: Golf Club 60cm 

Hape Colour Croquet  
¬ 133942  ................................................................................................... $39.95

Set up a maze of colourful tunnels. Use the mallet to tap the ball through each one. Made from wood 
and waterproof paint.  Age: 3+ yrs

Bowling Set Jumbo in Bag  
143181  ....................................................................................................  $114.95
High density rubber foam sports play. Set includes 10 Pins - 30cm height + 1 Ball 15cm diameter.  
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RIDING ACCESSORIES

Small  
Scooter Board

 

133709  ......................................................................................................  $32.95
Children will enjoy getting mobile with this board on wheels. Ideal for scooting, spinning, hand pedalling 
and transporting. Features easy-grip handles. Sturdy plastic. Colour subject to availability. Size: 
30.5cmW Age: 3+ yrs

Voyager Blue/Black Helmet  
132535 XS  ................................................................................................  $36.95
132536 S/M  ..............................................................................................  $36.95
132537 M/L  ...............................................................................................  $36.95
The Voyager helmet combines performance, comfort and function at an amazing price. The sleek 
sporty In-fusion construction offers durability never previously available at this price and the added 
comfort provided by the dial fit system make this helmet an easy choice. Colours and designs may vary. 
XS size is 48-54cm, S/M is 54-58cm & M/L is 58-62cm.

Traffic Signs  
130413 Set of 6  ....................................................................................................................................  $124.95
Great for outdoor play. Made from sturdy plastic, minimal assembly required. Size: Stop Sign 70cm 

Santoys Post Office Mail Box  
116029  ..................................................... $129.95
Post your special letters with our bright Red Post Office Box! An 
ideal accessory for literacy, drama or imaginative play activities. 
Features slot for mailing and door for retrieval of letters. Minimal 
assembly required. Colour and design may vary. Size: 30 x 30 
x 74cmH 

Santoys Petrol Station  
130422  ..................................................... $199.95
Who needs petrol? This bright, visually engaging petrol station is 
sure to delight all ages. Encourages imaginative role play. Ideal for 
outdoor fun. Size: 43 x 34 x 101cmH Age: 3+ yrs

WHEELIES

Wheelie Small  
130432 60cm  .............................................. $35.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 6 or more - each..................$33.00
Designed to stimulate imagination. Its unique design supports 
gross motor development, coordination and balance.  

Wheelie Long  
u 130433 70cm With Sound  ........................... $35.95

Bulk Buy & Save: 6 or more - each..................$33.00
130434 70cm Without Sound  ...................... $35.95
This Australian designed play wheel will stimulate every child’s 
imagination. It provides a fun and safe way for children to travel, 
encouraging role-play, balance, gross motor and communication 
skill. Great for outdoor and indoor play. Also available with sound.  
Age: 2+ yrs
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Billy Kidz Set of Trikes, Bikes & Scooters  
¬135549X 10pcs  ................................................................. $1,999.95

TRIKES & SCOOTERS

Billy Kidz Set of Trikes, Bikes & Scooters  
¬135549Z 4pcs  ...................................................................... $799.95

Trikes & BikesBilly Kidz  

SET INCLUDES

10 piece set of Trikes, Bikes & Scooters 
containing: 2 x Trikes, Pick Up Trike, Taxi 
Trike, Balance Walk Bike, Rickshaw, Trike 
With Cargo Tray, Trolley Cart, 2 Wheel 

Scooter, 3 Wheel Scooter.

SET INCLUDES

4 piece set of Trikes, Bikes & Scooters 
containing: Trike, Pick Up Trike, Balance 

Walk Bike & 2 Wheel Scooter.

Our exciting range of Billy Kidz robust trikes, scooters and play vehicles are built to withstand the rigours of everyday use. The sturdy 
steel frames, combined with long lasting, heavy duty solid rubber wheels enable hours of enjoyment.
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TRIKES & SCOOTERS

Billy Kidz Set of Trikes, Bikes & 
Scooters

 

¬135549Y 6pcs  .......................................... $1,199.95

SET INCLUDES

6 piece set of Trikes, Bikes & Scooters 
containing: Trike, Balance Walk Bike, 
Taxi Trike, Trike With Cargo Tray, 2 Wheel 

Scooter & 3 Wheel Scooter.
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Billy Kidz Pick Up Trike  
135542  ..................................................... $329.95
A pick up trike complete with a base platform for a passenger to 
stand on. Size: 113 x 63 x 63cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Billy Kidz Taxi Trike  
135543  ..................................................... $329.95
The taxi trike features a rear seat designed specifically for one to 
two passengers. Size: 113 x 72 x 63cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Our exciting range of Billy Kidz robust trikes, scooters and 
play vehicles are built to withstand the rigours of everyday 
use. The sturdy steel frames, combined with long lasting, 
heavy duty solid rubber wheels enable hours of enjoyment.

TRIKES & SCOOTERS

Billy Kidz Trike  
u 135540  ..................................................... $199.95

This robust trike is built to withstand the rigours of everyday use. 
The sturdy steel frame, combined with long lasting, heavy duty 
solid rubber wheels enable hours of enjoyment. Size: 80 x 54 x 
63cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Billy Kidz Trike with Cargo Tray  
135547  ..................................................... $239.95
A sturdy trike featuring a cargo trolley to transport your goods. 
Size: 98 x 54 x 63cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Billy Kidz Trolley Cart  
135549  ..................................................... $169.95
This robust trolley designed to transport your goods is built to 
withstand the rigours of everyday use. The sturdy steel frame, 
combined with long lasting, heavy duty solid rubber wheels enable 
hours of enjoyment. Size: 48 x 53 x 75cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Trikes & Bikes
Billy Kidz  

DRIVE 
AROUND 
YOUR 
LITTLE 

FRIENDS

EASY GRIP PEDDLES 
PERFECT SIZE FOR 

EVERY FOOT
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Billy Kidz Balance Walk Bike  
u 135545  ..................................................... $169.95

This bike is designed for young children to learn how to slide with 
their feet to promote balance development. Size: 92 x 41 x 63cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs

Billy Kidz Rickshaw  
135546  ..................................................... $199.95
The rickshaw features a rear seat designed specifically for 
passengers. Size: 128 x 54 x 40cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Three Wheel Scooter  
¬ 135539  ..................................................... $179.95

3 Wheel Scooter comes with solid rubber wheel with wide wheel 
base for a safe ride over any terrain. Easy Assembly . Weather 
proof solid foot plate and durable long lasting handle grips. Size: 
85 x 63cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Two Wheel Scooter  
¬ 135538  ..................................................... $159.95

2 Wheel Scooter comes with solid rubber wheels for a safe ride 
over any terrain. Easy Assembly. Weather proof solid foot plate 
and durable long lasting handle grips. Size: 83 x 33 x 63cmH 
Age: 3+ yrs

TRIKES & SCOOTERS

EASY GRIP 
HANDLES

CAPPED SO LITTLE 
FINGERS WON'T 
GET CAUGHT


